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INTR ODUCTJON 

Under the State CEQA Guidelines, the County of Santa Cruz is required, after completion of a 
Draft Environmental hnpact Repon (EIR), to consult with and obtain comments from public 
agencies having jurisdiction by law with respect to the proposed project, and to provide the 
general public with opponunities to comment on the Draft EIR. The County also is required to 
respond to significant environmental points raised in the review and consultation process. This 
Final EIR has been prepared to respond to the public agency and general public comments 
received on the General Plan for the Nonh Coast Beaches Draft ETR circulated for review 
between April 15 and June 1, 1989. It responds to both written comments received by the 
County and oral testimony presented at the May 23, 1989 Board of Supervisors meeting. 

The Final EIR has been prepared in the form of an attachment or addendum to the Draft EIR as 
allowed by the State CEQA Guidelines. This document and the Draft EIR, herein incorporated 
by reference, constitute the Final EIR. 

This Final EIR presents a copy of each written comment received on the Draft EIR followed 
immediately by County (lead agency) responses to significant environmental points raised in the 
letter. A summary of public testimony received at the Board of Supervisors meeting, and 
response to significant environmental points raised, is also presented. 

In several instances the written and oral comments address the merits (not the environmental 
effects) of the proposed General Plan; thus no response is necessary in the Final EIR. These 
comments have, however, been included in the Final EIR. Inclusion of these comments in the 
Final EIR will make the commentor's views available to public officials to take into account 
when they make decisions on the General Plan and the content of that plan. 

A master list of mitigation measures recommended in the EIR is included as the final section in 
the Final EIR. 
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~ CAUFORNU.-OFFIC! Of THI! GOVEJINOR GEORGE DEUICMEJIAN, c.,,;~ -
ICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH 
·p ""M STJteT 

J. '1'0, CA 9'8 '"' 

.June 5, 1989 

Pete Parkinson 
County of Santa Cruz 
701 Ocean STreet, Room ~00 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

Subject: General Plan for the North Coast Beaches 
SCH# 88101121 

Dear. · Mr. Parkin9on: 

'lhe State Clearinghouse sub'nitted the above named environmental document to 
selected state agencies for review. 'Ihe state agency review period is now 
closed and none of the state agencies have comments. ·This letter 

1 "',acknowledges that you have complied with the State Clearinghouse review 
\:/requirements for draft environmental docurrents, pursuant to the california 

Environmental CUali ty Ac~. · 

Please contact toreen M:Mahon or Marilyn Nishikawa at 916/445-0613 if you 
have any questions regarding the environmental review process . When 
contacting the ·aea.ringhcuse regarding this matter, please use the eight-

-· digit St;ate Clearinghouse number so that we may respond p=aaptly. 

Sincerely, 

?:avid c. Nunenkamp 
Chief 
Office of Pemit Assistance 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF DAVID C, NUNENKAMP. STATE OF CALIFORNIA. 
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH 

Comment L 

Comment acknowledged; no response necessary. 
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ASSOCIATION OF MONT9/J1'QQg 
MAIL ADDRESS PO BOX 190 MONTEREY . CALIFORNIA 93942 • TELEPHONE f408) 373-6116 

OFFICE LOCATION 977 PACIFIC STREET 

May 24, 1989 

Pete Parkinson 
Environmental Coordinator 
County of Santa Cruz 
70! Ocean Street 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

Re: MCH #058912 - Draft EIR 
General Plan for North Coast Beaches 

l 

Dear Mr. Parkinson: ~ 

AMBAG's Regional Clearinghouse circulated a summary notice of your 
environmental document to our member agencies and interested panies 
for review and comment. 

17.'\ The AMBAG Board of Directors considered the project on May 10, 1989 and 
\::)had no further comments at this time. 

Thank you for complying with the Clearinghouse process. 

Sincerely, 

JtF4~· 
Nicolas Papad~ 
Executive Director 

NP:bp 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF IYTCOLAS PAPADAKIS, ASSOCIATION OF MOITTEREY 
BAY AREA GOVERNMENTS 

Comment 1. 

Comment acknowledged; no response necessary. 
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Santa Cruz Metropolitan 
Transit District 

May 24, 1 98'3 

Mr. Pete Parkinson 
Environmental Coordinator 
Santa Cruz County Planning Department 
701 Ocean Street 
Santa Cru~i CA 95060 

De@r Mr . Parkinson~ 

This lett~r constitutes a ~ingle consolidated District 
to the DEIR. It incorpor~tes by reference the earlier 
mcde by the District Route & Service Planning Department 
ment A - May 11 9 1989 letter by Linda Fry, Service 
Supervisor). 

response 
comments 
<Attach
Plannir,g 

In her letter, Ms. Fry recommends that in the "Summary of 
Prir,cipal Fir,dings" the mitigation to the "Tr.af'fit: c\Y,d 
Circulation'' listed on page 14 9 be amended to include provision 
of bus turnouts, stops and shelters consistent with District 
standards. 

It is necessary that the mitigation measures be adopted with that 
specificity. If only refierer,ce is made tc, "provide we l l marked 
bus stops ~t beaches ~s they ~re improved'' (p~ge 120 9 £th 
p~ragraph) 1 it will b~ impossibl~ to impl~meni such & .~rogr~m" As 

17\these stops <i'\re lc•C@ltced t?.leiY,g • Stat~ highwcty 9 Csltrans will~ as 
\:}they have in the past 9 ~xpeet th~t eomplcete bus turnouts be 

constru~t~d ~ceordin~ to Stat~ ~t~nd~rds . No State ~ncroachment 
p~rmits ~re ;iv~n for th@ install~tian cf bus ~tap ~igns ~ithout 
this provision of ~ du; =out that ; ~ts the bu~ cut of the 
travelled. right - of-welyo Thee cost 01' •i"I " ~vier~gfl:!" turnout tWith 
~meniti~s ranges from 515,000 = 2~9 00~ d~p~ndin~ en th~ ~urround
i V°IQ t !err~ i l"\ o 

Construction cost for 12 improv~d bus ~tops C6 in= ~ nd 6 
outbound)~ may v~ry from 5180~000 to S 3@~ 9 m©0o These improv~ment 
cost~ should be included in th~ tot~l prDJ~et c~st if tr~n~it is 
to b~ used to ~nh©nc~ the u~~ of these be~ch ~reas ~ nd provide 
mitigation cf th~ cumul~tiv~ traffic/circul~tion impact~. 

Th~ second point r~l~t~ci to th~ ~econd over~l1 mitigation measure 
'';i'°' < p,age .120 9 par~r;iraphs ~ s1Yod 9) ~ ~U!lal§;!!e'St i Y-1!; thie use f)f th<e 
~ e~i$ting South~rn P~cific R~ilro~d fo r p~ss~nger rail servi~e to 

t hce be.ar:h<e~o 

Ass yc:,u may 
fre~ \S ibility 
cc:,rr id c,r\i " 

b~ ~war~ 9 th~ Di~tr i ct is curr~ntly conduct i ng ~ 
§tudy on t hie IU\SG:? 01' thie so=c;al1ed "sutrnrb@.r", 

in s~nt ~ Cru: County for Cf;lmmut~r and r~cr~iaticnal 
- 7 -
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-
Mro Pet~ P~rkinson 
M~y Z~v :l.989 
Pagi!!> 2 

purpos~so Thi~ study will b~ eompl~t~d this 5ummer and includ~s 
th~ Sant~ Cru~ to D~v~nport r~il li~~o Xt wil1 9 ~mong oth~r 
thin~s 9 r~vi~w the conc~pt of u~in~ l~rg~ priv~t~ p~rkin; 
f~ciliti~s in ~~nt ~ Cry~ durin~ the w~~k~nd~ ~~ ~ ~t~gin; ~r~~/ 
p~rk & rid~ point to th~ North Coast b~~ch~5 by tr~ino 

W~ ~ould r~eomm~nci th~t you m@k~ r~f~r~nc~ to thi~ stydy &nci it~ 
pot~nti~l ~~ ~e11 ~sits need to incorpcr~t~ ~cc~ssibl~ bo~r§in; 
pl~tform~ (in ~nd ©utbou~d> with ~e®tin~ ~nd shelt~r~ in both th~ 
~nvironm~ntal &nd c~pit£1 co~t •~ction~ of th~ pl~no 

ihmnk you for th~ opportunity to revi~w and eomm~nto Xf yoy ~@~d 
mer~ infcrm~tion or cl~rification9 pl~as~ cont£et m~ ~t 426-60220 

sli{;j~ 
ED VAN DER ZANDE 
Dir~etor of Str~t~gic ~l~nnin~ 
@ll 'nd :0!!'Vll: 1 Oj;)ffi~V'lt 

eeg Lindi\ Fry 
Seott ~-llO!A!@llY 
!)~vi d K{:li'W'oO 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF ED VAN DER ZANDE, SANTA CRUZ METROPOLITAN 
TRANSIT DISTRICT 

Comment L 

As this comment states, Caltrans will require that complete bus turnouts be constructed to State 
standards before bus stops can be made at the beaches. Accordingly, it is recommended that bus 
turnouts be added to the plan's mitigation measures. It should be noted, however, that this 
mitigation measure is not required to reduce project induced impacts to insignificant levels. 

It should be noted that providing bus service to the beaches would potentially improve traffic 
operations on Highway 1 by reducing the number of people who drive. Therefore, it would not 
be unreasonable for Cal trans to share in the cost of the required bus turnouts. 

The construction cost of these bus turnouts, as noted in the comment, could range from $15,000 
to $25,000 (but could be higher, depending on the magnitude of work required, at specific 
locations). Each beach would require two bus stops, one for nonhbound stops and one for 
southbound stops. In addition to the stops, cross walks would be required for nonhbound bus 
passengers to cross Highway 1. 

An alternative to building bus stops could be routing buses through each beach's parking lot, and 
1mloading passengers there. This alternative is not recommended because it would take a 
significant amount of time and would require buses to tum across travel lanes into and C'Ut of the 
parking lots. It would also interfere with parking lot operation. 

Comment 2., 

The comment states that a study entitled "Suburban Corridors Study" by the Santa Cruz 
Metropolitan Transit District is currently being done on using rail rights-of-way for recreational 
transit service. The study will include the Santa Cruz to Davenpon rail line and will be 
completed in the Summer of 1989. While this type of transit service has a strong potential for 
increasing transit access to the North Coast beaches, it is premature to plan the specific facilities 
required to implement it. These types of facilities are more appropriately studied as part of the 
rail service planning effon. However, care should be taken to ensure that nothing proposed in 
the General Plan would preclude the opponunity for accessible boarding platforms (in both 
directions), passenger shelters, and other requirements for train service. Furthermore, 
implementing this transit service should be encouraged as part of the beaches development plan. 
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Santa Cruz Metropolitan 
Transit District 

May 11, 1989 ~ \._,,~ 

Environmental Coordinator 
Santa Cruz County Planning Department 
701 Ocean Street 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
ATTN: Mr. Pete Parkinson 

RE~ DEIR on the General Plan far Six North Coast Beaches 

Dear Mr. Parkinson: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the DEIR on the General 
Plan for North Coast Beaches. 

In the discussion of the mitigated alternative, the plan calls for developing 
an "environmentally sensitive means of access." The first means of achieving 
this goal is a discussion of more frequent service on Santa Cruz Metro's 
Route 40 Davenport. This section also suggests a number of other measures 
that might be taken to make transit 11 more attractive to potential patrons''. 
One of these measures is to "provide well marked bus stops as they are im= 
proved. 0' 

As these beach facilities are improved and upgraded, demand for transit ser
vice will inevitably increase. 

The DEIR states that th~ transportation improvements in the plan are consist= 
ent with the Regional Transportation Plan. 

The first two of three primary goals cf the RTP are~ 

1 • To !Jx>Ovid~ sar~. IE!ffic1~nt , IE!Fll"!T!,W=cons~rving, canveni~nt, comfortable, 
ccc:rdinat~d, ~n~ he~lthfLil modes ~r t r~vel far all people ~nd goods. 

2. To ~st~bli~h ~ tr~nspor i~tion syst2m consistent with th~ community 0s 
a!Jili ty to g:,ciy ~nci tiJ ~romtri:~ the wise ~ml prudent use or g1ll resoure~s, 
particularly energy ~nd el ~~n ~iX' resoure~s. 

In light or thes~ goals. whieh ~haulci b~ prime diTeetives guiding the d~velop= 
ment of thre pbm. I IJ2lieve thli:lt the 12mphasis on capital improvements for 

(q\access to beaches should b~ considerably ~trengthened in the area of provision 
\:)of adeQuate bus turnout$ , stops, shelters. and pedestrian saf2ty amenities. 

In terms of bus stops , th~ plan call~ only for bus stops that are ~well 
marked." The plan. in this area. 1~ inadequate and is inconsistent with 
the RTP. 

f 
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Mr. Pete Parkinson 
May 11, 1989 
Page Two 

Specifically, there is a need for turnouts with acceleration-deceleration 
lanes, with pavement specifications that are adequate for bus traffic. There 
should be p:-ovision of pads and shelters that are designed to accommodate 

~ wheelchair loading, with adequate access to shelters for wheelchair riders. 
,.,.c./sus loading spaces should be of sufficient length to accommodate a bus equip

ped with a bike rack. There should also be careful design of a means for 
pedestrians to cross the highway. Moreover, there should be bus stops on 
both sides of the highway, whenever possible. 

In the "Summary of Principal Findings" (on page 14), the plan lists only 
one impact and mitigation related to transit services in the entire section 
on "Traffic and Circulation." This section reads as follows. 

IMPACT 

Although the plan identifies bus stops at each beach there are no pro
grams to increase the use of transit services of beach patrons. 

LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Without mitigation: Less than significant 
With mitigation: Less than significant 

MITIGATION 

P~ograms should be implemented to increase the use of transit services 
by beach patrons. 

I would suggest that the level of significance of this impact be upgraded 
to significant, given the Regional Transportation Plan's emphasis on the 
provision of energy-conserving modes of travel, and the wise use of energy 
and clean air resources. 

I /\I would also suggest that the mitigation be amended to include provision 
'-.:.!Jof bus turnouts, stops, and shelters consistent with District standards. 

Thank you again for the opportunity for review and comment. 

Very truly, 

~d.-3~ 
LrnOA S. FRY 
Service Planning Supervisor 

LSF:se 

cc: Scott Galloway 
David Konno 

- 11 -
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF LINDA S FRY. SANTA CRUZ METROPOLITAN 
TRANSJJ_j2ISTRICT. 

CommentL 

This comment discusses transit service and consistency with the county's Regional 
Transponarion Plan (RTP). As discussed above (see Response to Comment 1 of Ed Van Der 
Zande, Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District), it is recommended that additional facilities be 
provided at bus stops for each beach. Furthermore the EIR recommends (DEIR pages 119 - 121) 
several transportation strategies designed to meet the RTP's goals. These recommendations 
include improved bus service, recreational rail service (see Response to Comment 2 of Ed Van 
Der Zande, Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District), and improved bicycle facilities. 

,Cpmment.2. 

As discussed above, bus turnouts should be provided at each beach as it is developed. The 
turnouts should be designed to State standards and should include provisions for wheelchair 
passengers. Bus stop planning must include safety considerations for passengers crossing 
Highway 1 (see Response to Comment 1 of Ed Van Der Zande Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit 
District). 

Comment 3, 

Implementation of me General Plan would not be e,i:pected to generate significantly increased 
vehicular traffic because additional visitorship at North Coast beaches is projected to result 
primarily from greater interest in recreational activities by the public in general and from 
population growth in urban areas with access to the program area. Thus, there would not be a 
significant adverse environmental ilmpact e,i:pected for which mitigation would be required in 
order to reduce the severity of (or diminate) impacts. Because it may be desirable from a public 
policy standpoint and would be commendable from an ~invironmen.tal perspective io implemem 
programs which would increase the availability and use of public transit in me North Coast 
beaches' area, such a mitigation measure is included in &he lEXR. for consideration by County 
decision-makers. Those decision-makers crui cfuect tl!at mis measm'e is incorporated into ilie 
General Plan; because me County llllltimately wees "amhorship" of Rhe lElIR before cefiifymg itt as 
compleie, mose decision-makers also can deiemrine m~t ilie impact addressed nn mis comment 
has local significance and can require implementation of &he recommended . ·,tigation measme. 

Comm~t4, 

As discussed above in Response to Comment 1 of Ed Van Der Zande Santa Cruz Mci:ropolimn 
Transit District, bus turnouts consistent with State standards are K1ow recommended for inclusioil 
as mitigation measures for the project. 

- 12 -
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SANTA CRUZ COUNTY TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION 
701 OcHn Str@st. /qoom 406-B ~nta Cruz, Cslitornis 95060-4071 (408) 425-2788 

June 1, 1989 

Pete Parkinson 
Environmental Coordinator 
Santa Cruz County Planning Oe~artment 
701 Ocean Street 
Santa Cruz. California 95060 

RE: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (DEIR) ON THE GENERAL PLAN 
FOR SIX NORTH COAST BEACHES 

Dear ~ nson: 

Santa Cruz County Transportation Commission (SCCTC) staff has reviewed the 
DEIR on the General Plan for Six North Coast Beaches. and commend the 
consultant and county on a good document. We have the following general 
comments: 

0 

0 

® 

The DEIR should note that the Santa Cruz County 
Service Authority for Freeway Emergencies (SAFE) 
is developing a plan to install motorist aid 
call boxes along state highways in the county. 
Highway 19 from the Santa Cruz city limits to the 
San Mateo County line, has tentatively been 
identified by the SAFE to receive call boxes. 

It is ~ct clear which agency will be r~sponsibl~ 
for the mitigations noted in the tr~ffic section. 
Since this has been a topic of discussion between 
th2 Transportation Conunission~ County and Caltrans, 
some acknowledgement of the y~resolved issues is 
necessary. 

The Final EIR should describe whether bicycle 
facilities (posts~ lockers) will be provided 
at each beach location. 

The Tr~nsportation Impact Study for the plan 
should be included ~s ijn app,ndix to th, Fin~l 
EHL 

M•mt)flr Ar,1t11eitJ:&· S.fl8@ Cruz Metrof)tJlifafl "f11arssff tJistriet. ~Yflfy ©f' ~ne• ~ 
r::;;g;H ©1 ~!}ri©!li, Saflea {;~ St:riffS '!!alley, W•K~Oflt1il/@ o 13 _ 

( 
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Thank you for the opportunity to review the DEIR for the Gene 1 Plan Six 
North Coast Beaches. If you have any questions, please contac~ S. Ted 
Lopez of my staff at (408) 425-2776. 

f s i n,s_eny. 

\JP-\sl tr-=--
Linda Wilshusen 
Executive Director 

LW/TL 
cc: AMBAG 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Commenrs 

RESPuNSET1 IO 1MMENJS •,.. FU NDA WILSHUSEN, SAJ\TTA CRUZ COUJ\TTY 
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION 

Comment 1. 

Comment noted. The following text should be added to the EIR (DEIR page 101 after paragraph 
5). 

"The Santa Cruz County Service Authority for Freeway Emergencies (SAFE) is 
developing a plan to install motorist aid call boxes along st?te highways in the County. 
Highway 1, from the Santa Cruz City limits to the San Mateo County line has tentatively 
been identified by the SAFE to receive call boxes." 

Comment 2., 

Responsibility for traffic mitigation measures would be as follows: 

Bus Service Improvements: Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District, as part of a general 
County-wide program to increase transit use. 

Bus Turnouts: Caltrans/County, bus turnouts will improve traffic operations on Highway 1 and 
responsibility for implementing them should be shared by the County and the State. 

Parking Restrictions - Sj~ns: County, as part of individual beach improvement programs. 

Parking Restrictions - Enforcement: California Highway Patrol, as part of their nonnal 
responsibilities supplemented with additional personnel when possible. 

SP Dax&UPOTI Lin; R.ajl Sen:i;Cc: Study is currently being performed. 

Nonh Davenpon Landing Roadffijghway 1 Intersection: County, as part of Davenpon Landing 
Beach Development Plan. 

Pedestrian Crossing Si~ County, as pan of individual beach development plans. 

Comment 3, 

No provision for bicycle racks or lockers is included in the General Plan. Xt was believed that 
most bicyclists would pref er to keep their bikes with them rather than lock them up at a beach 
parking lot. However, bicycle racks could be provided if desired. 

- 15 -
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment 4. 

As noted in the EIR (DEIR page 101 ). the Transponatio~ ' -npact Study prepared for and 
ex -::erpted in the EIR is on file with and available for pub.a~ review at the Santa Cruz County 
Pl •• nning Depanment, Governmental Center, 701 Ocean Street, Santa Cruz. 

( 
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May 26, 1989 

Ben Angove 
SCSPCS 
701 Ocean Street, Room 220 
Santa Cruz, California 95060 

Dear Ben: 

I have reviewed the DEIR for the North Coast Beaches General Plan and 
offer the following brief comments for your consideration. 

Paize 6 
It should be clarified that the 30-vehicle parking lot at the north end of 
Scott Creek has not been included as a development cost; that the plan 

17"'\considers it only as a potential future item for further consideration if at 
Vsome point in time in the future the ne:;d for it resurfaces. 1nis 

clarification may allow you to argue that the Plan will therefore have no 
significant impacts relative to this particular item. 

Paees 9. 40. 75 & elsewhere 
It should be pointed out that while some coastal scrub habitat may be 
removed with expansion of parking at Scott Creek and Bonny Doon 
Beaches, that the Plan also proposed to reestablish coastal scrub at 
various locations at three of the beaches (Scott Cre~onny Doon and 
Yellowbank) and to further plant T &E species gt Scott Creek. 

®11 is suggested that the 110-vehicle parking lot at Scott Creek "'cannot be 
mitigated to a less than significant impact level as presently proposed" 
but does not explain how this conclusion was drawn. I believe Harvey 
and Stanley would not agree with this. (They are reviewing this). 

The County could consider building a parking lot that is smaller (50 to 80 
~hicles). This is less than CUITent capacity al(?ng the highway, but fewer 
cars may park at the more remote south end. 

Pa2e 10 
The fencing "'gap" at Laguna Creek accommodates the Creek flowage 

17\ across the beach; not a likely source for human entrance into the wildlife 
~ area. The gap can be adjusted as the creek changes. Additional signs 

could help minimize potential human intrusion. 

Pae:e 11 
The DEIS that .. the only way to reduce environmental impacts to a less 

,n'°'\t~an significant level would be to eliminate policy to remove flashboard 
~ and similar diverson structures." The following should be added 

- "'if the analysis does in fact indicate that the removal of such structures 
will have a significant adverse impact." 

- 17 -
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Mr. Ben Angove 
SCSPCS 
May 26, 1989 
Page 2 

Pae:e 12 
~ I question the need for such a large (50-foot) buffer setback of trails from v agricultural fields. 

© 
In regard to visual impacts: the parking lot cut slope at Scott Creek will 
not have any visual impact because it won't be seen except from the 
parking lot. No cutting is proposed at Davenport Landing. The existing 
cut slope at the Laguna Creek parking lot is already an eyesore; the 
propsed expansion will actually significantly reduce this visual impact. 

Pae:c 13 
A\ If the County docs not want parking along Bonny Deen Road, "no 

. ~ parking" signs should be proposed along the road for several hundred 
feet back from Highway 1. 

Page 15 
If necessary, it could be cxplainec. :hat overpasses and underpasses were 

© considered and discarded as viable options due to opposition from 
Caltrans (underpass), high costs, high visibility, and as "too developed" 
for then· · coastline setting. 

Pa2c 391 4th paragraph 
(;;\ Contrary to the DEIR, regular garbage collection is proposed. Before 
\.:.) recycling facilities at each beach arc recommended, you might investigate 

whether or not this has been successful at similar places. 

Bottom page 46 
Run-off from the parking lot at Scott Creek could be handed with a @ channel to the beach that is rock lined in a natural appearing way, or 
vegetated with a dense native groundcover. . 

Paee 48. 2nd paragraph 
The DEIR infers that artifical sandbar breaching at Scott Creek is being 

t:;\ caused by recreatio.nists, when it is reponedly being done by farmers who 
~ arc trying to minimize flooding upstream. The whole discussion about 

temporary picket fencing to contro:. foot traffic on the beach seems 
pointless. 

Paee 49. paragraphs 3 & 4 . 
The new road into the proposed parking lot at the south end of Scott 
Creek should have a culven. I was aware of this need and neglected to 

/ji' specifically mention this as part of the highway improvements. Many of 
\!..:J the highway improvements will require some drainage modifications; 

highway civil engineers will determine precisely what is needed during 
the design and engineering phase. 

Paee 51. Fire Rings 
(';;;\_ Management would need to remove fire rings each season; that is easily 
\.:=) done. 

- 18 -
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Mr. Ben Angove 
SCSPCS 
May 26, 1989 
Page 3 

Pa2e 52. Stairwavs 
r,;;;\, The consultant evidently overlooked the discussion of rehabilitation of 
V the cut slope at the Bonny Doon parking lot (page 49, NCB General 

Plan). 

Paee 60. Widening, last para1rraph 
A drop box culvert pipe system and asphalt lined ditch is not necessarily 
an appropriate drainage improvement at Yellowbank Beach or 

(;;\ elsewhere. Less expensive, more natural solutions are preferable, as 
V descnbed above. Whoever does the eventual drainage engineering 

should be directed accordingly. 

Top of paee 62 
/JI\ Again, a simple stair system is preferable to a concrete ramp in this rural 
V and remote natural setting. 

Paee 76. Laruna 

® A piJX: fence barrier along the entire length of the railroad right-of-way is 
excessive and unnecessary. 

Bottom of page 80 
Currently used pesticides are !!Q! highly toxic according to 

(;;;\ representatives of the Farm Bureau who attended the meeting held 
V several months ago to discuss agricultural impacts. 

Exlubit 12. Photo A 
(;;;\ This photo misleads readers into thinking that the parking lot will be 
~ seen in iliis viewshed when, in facti it will be behind the hill in photo B. 

Paee 116, bo~om of page 
1i rutema.tives to &he designated location for the 110-vehicle parking lot at 

~ Scott Creek ax~ X'!Ot acceptable, and neither is the existing situation, then 
V:::::/ mor~ a~dit should be given to the proposed solution which has the least 

m1t of impacts, particularly visual. 

Page 121. paragraphs 5 & 6 
~ Attention to cultural resources should be completely avoided, including 
\.::V suggested fencing and signs. 

Pal?e 122. Irreversible 
~ Loss of rare plant and coastal scrub habitat will not be irreversible 
~ because of proposed planting and rehabilitation. 

o:J;_'fdu( 
Judy deReus 
Planner 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF rupy DEREJJS, EDAW 

Comment I , 

The 30-vehicle parking lot referred to by this comment and addressed in the EIR (DEIR page 6) 
is shown on Exhibit 3 (DEIR page 24) as "30 Future Parking Spaces". In accordance with the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), EIRs are required to assess the impacts of all 
facets of a proposed project, including a series of actions set forth in a public policy or planning 
document which may occur over a period of time but which are contemplated as part of the 
"project". The reason for including the entire project is to disclose all of the probable effects 
which could be attributable to the proposed action and for which mitigation measures may need 
to be identified and incorporated into the project's design, implementation, or operation. In the 
case of this EIR, it is a "Program EIR", thus an environmental document designed specifically to 
anticipate and address a series of related actions in a defined geographical area. 

Every EIR, whether a "Program EIR" or not, is required to be an objective, public disclosure 
document which does not take a position in favor of or opposed to the project examined. The 
purpose of EIRs, therefore, is not to diminish the significance of the environmental effects of 
projects but to inform decision-makers and the public about the consequences of proposed 
activities in order to permit officials to make informed decisions. Upon examination of the 
analyses presented in an EIR, decision-makers may determine that the benefits of a proposed 
project outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental effects, in which case "the adverse 
environmental effects may be considered 'acceptable'". 

Comment2, 

The restoration of coastal scrub habitat at several of tlle Norm Coast Beaches is. in tlleory. 
responsive to the needs of impacted scrub communities. However, revegetation programs 
specifically designed for restoring this community type have not yet been attempted to date. 
There is correlative evidence mat rocky rorui cuts or railroad bed cuts (for example along 
Highway 1) will naturally recover to this community type over time. The length of time required 
for this ro occur is not known. The preparers of the EIR believe that before such a large cut and 
removal of habitat is considered that restorative recovery be demonstrated at sites currently in 
need of rehabilitation (for example, Bonny Doon Beach). Until such time that successful 
revegatation of tllis community has been demonstrated, the impact of the proposed 110-vehidc 
parking lot at Sco~t Creek Beach can not be reduced Ko "Less than Significant". 

Comment 3. 

Kt is unclear why lfencing Ko proiect me Snowy Plover nesting area is designed with a gap where 
the creek flows across the beach. It is true Khat the gap can be adjusted as creek flows change. 
However. by closing the fencing entirely ilt would afford the nesting population f :.lrther 
protection from dogs and other feral species that might access the area mrough me creek. Kt was 
also observed that beach users did access this ponion of the beach by wading mrough tlle stream. 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment 4 .• 

Comment acknowledged. Based on the information presently available and discussed in the EIR 
text (DEIR pages 86-87), however, there does not appear to be a way to reduce the impact on 
agriculturalists to insignificance shon of eliminating the proposed policy on flash board dam 
removal from the General Plan. 

Comment 5, 

Comment noted. This distance was recommended by local f anners who were contacted during 
the preparation of the EIR. The commentor is referred to the EIR text discussion of this issue 
(DEIR page 84). 

Comment 6. 
' 

The EIR text (DEIR page 94) states that "the cutslope [at the I IO-vehicle Scott Creek Beach 
parking lot] would, however, be visible to users of the parking lot", as noted in this comment. 
Due to the subjective nature of visual and aesthetic impacts, this alteration could be seen by 
some viewers in the parking lot as an adverse visual impact, as acknowledged by the EIR.. 

The EIR text (DEIR page 94) states that "the General Plan recommends grading along 
Davenpon Landing Road ... " and concludes (DEIR page 99): 

Assuming that effons for revegetation of the cutslopes are undenaken and are successful, 
such grading would result in a "cleaning up" of the existing conditions resulting in an 
overall improved visual quality at this location. 

Due to the subjective nature of visual and aesthetic impacts noted above, some viewers of the 
Laguna Creek Beach parking lot may agree with the comment that the existing conditions 
constitute an eyesore, and some may not. The EIR text (DEIR page 99) discusses the possibility 
that expansion of this parking lot could "reduce the adverse visual impact of the existing 
cutslope", noting that this would depend on the amount of grading ultimately involved and the 
extent to which the .,.esulting cutslope could be revegetated. The net visual effect of the parking 
lot's expansion still would vary from viewer to viewer. 

Comment 7, 

The comment does not relate to the EIR text (DEIR page 99) or Summary of Principal Findings 
(DEIR page 13) discussions of probable visual impacts at Bonny Doon Beach in which no 
mention is made of parking on Bonny Doon Road. It should be noted in response to this 
comment, however, that placement of "no parking signs" on Bonny Doon Road for several 
hundred feet from Highway 1, as suggested by the comment, could be interpreted by some 
viewers as resulting in visual impacts, in which case, a measure to mitigate one impact could 
cause another impact. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment 8, 

Comment noted. Inclusion of tllis comment in tlle Comments and Responses .,.~ddendum will 
make this information available to decision-makers and the public. It should be recognized, 
however, that the EIR addresses the potential impacts of an overpass or underpass on Highway 1 
which "would likely have its own environmental impacts .... If such an overpass or underpass is 
further considered, the potential impacts would also need to be funher studied" (DEIR page 
117). 

Comment acknowledged. One of the objectives of the General Plan is to (Plan page 6): 

Promote a clean, enjoyable, and well-managed recreational environment by providing 
sanitary/garbage collection services and facilities. 

The General Plan lists tlle proposed provision of "trash containers at various locations" (Scon 
Creek, Bonny Doon, Yellowbank, and Laguna Creek Beaches) or "at tlle beach and trailhead" 
(Panther Beach), as noted in the EIR (DEIR page 39). The proposed General Plan further 
implies that garbage would be collected; the amount of $40,000 shown in Tables 13 and 14 (Plan 
page 68) for "sanitary services" includes "garbage collection and vault toilet pumping by private 
contractors". 

The recommendation in tlle lEIR to encourage recycling (DEIR page 39) was made in response Ko 
adopted Councy policies already contained in other documents so that the proposed General Plan 
for North Coast Beaches would be consistent (conform) with mis existing public goal. ][n mat 
context. tlle success (or lllOt) of recycling at other beach locations is not gemmne. Source 
separation of liecyclable materials from non-recyclable refuse, however, has been found to 
reduce tlle volume of tlle solid waste stream substantially. In £S environmenwly conscious a 
communicy as Santa Cruz County. it could be expected that provision of containers where beach
goers could separate and dispose of their recyclable materials and non-recyclable garbage would 
be welcome and would (encomage (or reinforce) source separation by integrating recycling in 
recreational activities to the ·re c:xtem !that IreCycling ns cusKomary and automatic at home or 
work . 

.C.mnmem Jo, 

The slope. on which the existing cruck trail rro &he lberu:h is focaioo, is me location of the 
proposed stairway to the beach as well as the most likely location for discharge of parking lot 
runoff. This slope is presently in excess of WO percent gradient. lit may be possible to construct 
a rock-lined drainage channel here, but ilie rocks would probably have to be set in concrete to 
prevent their being carried downslope during peak runoff. It may also be possible to establish 
native, dense groundcover vegetation on iliis slope. however, a biologist experienced in 
establishing vegetation nn a runoff chrutnel should be consulted for effective means of 
~ccomplishing !this wk. 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment 11. 

The EIR (DEIR page 47) discusses the sand bar that forms across Scott Creek every year. As 
stated in the EIR the trail from the proposed 30-vehicle parking lot leads to the spot on the beach 
where the sand bar is most sensitive to breaching. Funhermore, the General Plan does 
recommend construction of a semi-ponable log bridge where Molino Creek and Scott Creek 
meet and flow across the beach to prevent beach visitors and others from artificially breaching 
the lagoon. Therefore, regardless of who has caused the artificial sandbar breaching at Scott 
Creek in the past there is a concern that beach goers in the future may cause artificial breaching 
of the sand bar across the mouth of the creek. 

The comment seems to imply that it will be futile to try to use structural means to prevent 
artificial breaching of the sand bar by beach goers. The comment may very well be correct. The 
EIR, however, was responding to a concern raised in the General Plan that an attempt be made to 
stop the anificial breaching. 

Comment 12. 

It is agreed that the new road into the proposed parking lot at the south end of Scott Creek would 
likely require a culven to take care of drainage. 

Comment 13. 

The EIR (DEIR page 58) does acknowledge that the General Plan does state the need to remove 
the fire rings from Davenpon Landing Beach each fall and replace them each spring. 

Comment 14, 

It is assumed that the cutslope referred to in the comment is the existing cutslope between the 
parking lot and the railroad tracks. The proposed rehabilitation measures for the eroded gullies 
on this cutslope were not overlooked in the EIR. 

According to Southern Pacific Railroad maintenance personnel, the existing erosion is a severe 
problem and all of their eff ons to mitigate the use of the trails have failed, including the 
placement of large boulders in the trails. It is the opinion of the preparers of the EIR that the use 
of "snow fences", such as proposed for the rehabilitation areas at Scott Creek and Laguna Creek 
beaches would be a good addition to the rehabilitation efforts proposed for the cutslope at Bonny 
Doon Beach. Furthermore, it is the opinion of the preparers of the EIR that unless a third 
stairway is built in the center of the parking lot there is a high potential that beach goers will take 
the quickest path to the beach, up the rehabilitating erosion gullies.· 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment 15. 

It is possible that a rock lined ditch or dense groundcover vegetation would suffice to mitigate 
erosion from the parking lot runoff. The effectiveness of these measures should, however, be 
evaluated on a site specific basis. 

It is true that a simple stairway would be aesthetically preferable to a concrete ramp in this 
setting. The concern, however, is that wave runup and coastal erosion considerations would 
render such a stairway unacceptable from a geologic hazard standpoint. Even the concrete ramp 
could become damaged by natural forces, however, it is the experience of the El!R preparers that 
concrete structures withstand extreme natural coastal forces better than a wood structure. 

The location of the proposed access stairway or ramp would be situated in a location where it 
would be exposed to intense wave action during major winter storms such as occur along the 
Pacific Ocean coastline in Santa Cruz County on the average about every five years. 

Whatever form of structural access is designed for this site, an engineering geologist 
knowledgeable in design of coastal structures should review the design and evaluate its adequacy 
under the potentially extreme adverse conditions that it would be required to withstand. 

Comment 17, 

The barrier should be of sufficient length to prevent vehicular access via the railroad right-of
way from entering the marsh area by the existing farm access road. It is not necessary for it to . 

be along 'lhe entire length of the beach. 

Pesticide ~se has !ong been ~ conoov~ial issue ooth wiiliin tilie agricwrural communizy itself 
and between ho . ers md nor~A'!i.nncrs whose opinions ~bout ooricicy. tenvirownenw 
conseqm:nces. lhwili risks. mtid (OW.er ooiaccms differ ~tic~y. loo c~g 12nd '!JSe 
conflicts. mis lElIR Stddresses mnd discloses bwt Cgm'ftOt x-ewhre lillnoi~ ruff er(eiraces. 

Cwirent practice. however, whereby &griciJlmral work~ sURy ©al!i of mtichoke fields for fom ro 
five da · , after pesticides lhave lbeerr& spraycl (a somewhmt $horu:r · e m Brussels :sprout fi~lds). 
suggesL> !that these compotmds pose rom.e risk Ro llmrn.s111 lheruili (!j)f welf~e {see DlEm. page ~H). 
The Geirnerall l?boo. iitseXf s&a&es Rh~R "m . .u1y (!j)f me pesriicides ~s~ m me cwriiv.mtioR1 of Brussels 
sprouts are~ to hum.Ms ruid fish. They~ pmcwru:-ly Roxie for at lleast sevml 
days following application"(~ added) (Plan page 37). 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment 1.2. 

The caption for Exhibit 12-A notes that the view shown in this photograph is "near" the parking 
lot but, contrary to the comment, shows the location of the 110-space parking lot west (left) of 
the bluff pictured in the foreground of this exhibit. The comment is correct in noting, however, 
that the proposed 110-space parking lot would be located west (right) of the hill shown in 
Exhibit 12-B. 

Comment 20. 

Comment noted; it addresses the merits of the proposed General Plan, not the adequacy of the 
environmental analysis, thus no response is needed. 

Comment 21. 

The mitigation approach suggested by this comment -- to avoid drawing attention to cultural 
resources (implying that this would reduce the potential for disturbance or collection) -- conflicts 
with the recommendation of the EIR archaeologist and with the EIR's finding that "cultural 
deposits can be dist~rbed by the most well-meaning visitors" (DEIR page 119). 

Comment 22. 

Contrary.to the comment, the loss of existing biotic habitat (flora) would indeed be irreversible, 
notwithstanding the availability of mitigation measures which potentially could reduce the 
severity of (or eliminate) the impact. The effectiveness of restoration activities to mitigate that 
impact would depend on many factors, however, such as substrate conditions, soils types, 
textures, fenility, depths, and other site environmental characteristics as noted, for instance, on 
DEIR page 70. 
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May 25, 1989 

Pete Parkinson 
Environmental Coordinator 
County of Santa Cruz 
701 Ocean Street, Rm. 400 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

City of Santa Cruz 
C:ITY • 0 e 801 C:ENTEFI STi.EET e AOOM 206 

4 CFI\IZ, CAL.IFOFINIA 95060 

.ANNING ANO COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT 

TEL.EP~ONE 1, oa1 ,21- HSS 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Repor~· on the General Plan 
for Six North Coast Beaches 

Dear Mr. Parkinson: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft EIR. The City has 
comments in two areas. 

One concern relates to water. Part 4/ ._and Use - the Impacts", pg. 86, 
correctly indicates that the loss of Laguna ~ .. . ';;:ek as a source of supply to the City 
of Santo Cruz would constitute a significant impact, not only in drought years, but 
in all years. Laguna Creek has been a major source of water supply for the City 
since 1890, at which time the City purchased downstream riparian rights to the 
waters of Laguna Creek. This source currently represents 12\2% of the City's 
annual supply, and is the best quality water in the system. For these reasons, the 
City has been very protective of this source for the past l 00 years. 

The discussion of the e limination of creek diversions also indicates potential 
significant impacts on coastal farmers. The City's concern is with the conclusion 
that " • • • loss of irrigation water would reduce land in production." This may not 
be the only result. It is equally like ly that farmers would try to find wdte r 
e lsewhere, e .g. from the City of Santa Cruz Water Department's system or from 
increased well production. Either of these alternatives would have consequences 
potentially more unattractive than current practices. 

As established customers of the City of Santa Cruz Wate r Department, the 
irrigation accounts on the North Coast occasionally place a heavy demand on the 
City water system. During these occasions, very little of the coastal water is 
available to other customers. For short durations, this use can be accommodated. 
For longer periods, this practice would represent a vastly increased burden on the 
system. 

The other avenue which farmers might pursue is increased we ll production. A 
recent examination of well data re lating to the North Coast indicates a deposit of 
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Pete Parkinson, County of Santa Cruz 
RE: Draft EIR, Six North Coast Beaches 
Page -2-

Santa Margarita acquifer of limited extent, into which most irrigation wells are 
tapped. This acquifer, during mid to late summer, is in a state of overdraft. Its 
location along the coast poses the continual threat of sea water intrusion should it 
be continued to be mined. 

In Port 4.9, "Land Use - Mitigation Measures," pg. 87, the City of Santa Cruz is in 
agreement with the maintenance of the City's rights on Laguna Creek. Further, as 
indicated by previous comments, it is the City's position that preventing the 
continued use of the coastal streams by farmers could be very problematic. 

If the General Plan for Six North Coast Beaches ultimately proposes the elimina
tion of f lashboard dams which farmers use to divert water for purposes of 
irrigation, then the final EIR must evaluate the potential impact on the City water 
system, and the potential impact on groundwater extraction. It is probable that 
before a farmer will toke land out of production, he or she will attempt to 
substitute water from other sources. Thus the potential loss of City water to 
North Coast forming should be evaluated in terms of the potential environmental 
impacts resulting from the need to find water elsewhere. It is clear that the City 
could not absorb the loss of significant amounts of water. Substitute sources would 
have to be found. 

The final EIR should also evaluate the substitution of groundwater for water lost 
through General Plan policy. Significant adverse impacts may result from 
increased ground water extraction resulting from any prohibition of North Coast 
farmers to use f lashboard dams and surface diversions for irrigation. 

The second concern relates to public safety. In response to the Notice of 
Preparation of the draft Environmental Impact Report, the City expressed a 
concern relating to public safety impacts. While in a strict sense impacts on City 
police services may not represent physical impacts on the environment, the City's 
concern nevertheless involves physical impacts on North Coast beaches. Both the 
existing level of beach use, and on increased level of beach use which is likely as a 
result of proposed improvements, will have physical adverse impacts because these 

® beach areas ore not policed or only minimally policed. There is a good probability 
that these areas will suffer increased and ongoil"\g vandalism and destruction unless 
they ore better supervised. An obvious mitigation measure to protect natural 
features and other conditions of the physical environment is on increased p<:>lice 
presence along the North Coast. To the extent that such a mitigation measure is 
implemented, it would address the City's concern about demand on its own police 
services. 

The final EIR should evaluate and recommend increased police service as a 
mitigation measure to the impact of use on the physical environment. There was a 
suggestion in the City's response to the Notice of Preparation that "highway 
emergency phones", might also be placed at strategic points at various beach 
locations. This suggestion was not included as a mitigation measure in the draft 
EIR. 

CRS A:059 
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Pete Parkinson, County of Santa Cruz 
RE; Draft EIR, Six North Coast Beaches 
Page -3-

Thank you for considering these points in the preparation of the final EIR. Please 
let me know when the Boord of Supervisors will consider the final EIR. 

ccg Water Di rec 1or 
Chief of Police 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF PETER KATZLBERGER. DIRECTOR 4./F PLANNING 
AJ\1) COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. CITY OF SANTA CRUZ 

Comment 1. 

The comment is correct in observing that program area farmers would be likely to increase use 
of groundwater in the event that surface supplies were eliminated with removal of flash board 
dams. The effect on the aquifer of increased groundwater pumping for agricultural use has not 
been determined as pan of this EIR's analysis. The increased use of groundwater resources 
would be expected to contribute cumulatively to depletion of groundwater resources and, 
therefore, would constitute a cumulative impact of the General Plan's implementation. It is too 
speculative at this time, however, to estimate how much water would be used for agricultural 
irrigation either from groundwater sources or from City water supplies. Consequently, it also is 
too speculative to assess the severity of that potential on the City of Santa Cruz. 1 

The EIR does recommend mitigation measures related to the removal of flash board dams and 
similar diversion structures plus the General Plan's policy regarding water diversion from Scott 
Creek or Laguna Creek. These measures are recommended to mitigate environmental impacts 
other than those on groundwater extraction raised in this comment. 

Comment 2. 

While beach use is not expected to increase as a direct result of the General Plan or from 
implementation of General Plan programs or facilities per se, some increased recreational 
demand is expected at Nonh Coast Beaches to correspond with population growth in the South 
Bay Area and increased enrollments at the University of California (Plan pages 11-14). 
According to the General Plan (Plan page 14): 

Once this plan is implemented, tltere will be essentially no unmanaged beaches 
remaining in the area. Initially, use likely will decline, and the type of user may change 
from young singles to family members. 

In this context, the change in composition of beach-goers, if used by proponionately more 
families than singles as expected, could reduce the number of calls to the County Sheriffs 
Department. In addition, increased beach management. including the presence of parking or 
sanitation personnel, could off-set police protection impacts ordinarily attributed to increased 
beach use which more parking and better beach access could generate and which, in turn, would 
increase police calls overall. 

The Program Area is located within the Santa Cruz County Sheriffs Depanment "beat" which 
extends from Live Oak to the San Mateo County line and serves a 30,000-person population. 

According to the State CEQA Guidelines (Section 15145), "If, after through investigation, a Lead Agency 
finds that a particular impact is too speculative for evaluation, the agency should note its conclusion and 
tenninate discussion of the impact". 
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General Plan For Ute North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

One officer per shift is assigned to this beat but does not patrol north coast beaches, giving 
priority instead to residential areas and only responding to specific calls from the Program Area, 
as noted by the comment. The Department also has a three-person Coast Patrol which operates 
on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays; the Coast Patrol's efforts focus on illegal parking, not the 
beaches per se. 

According to the Sheriffs Department, its two major problems at north coast beaches are safety 
and litter. Safety problems are worse at night than during the day (uniformed officers do not go 
to the beaches alone at night) and include serious crimes (rape, murder, etc.). Criminal activity 
tends to be associated with beach-goers who have been drinking or using drugs. North coast 
beach users who currently account for the most problems reported to the County Sheriffs 
Department are predominantly non-Santa Cruz County residents from Santa Clara and San 
Mateo Counties ("over the hill"). According to the Sheriffs Department, these visitors use North 
Coast Beaches because of the minimal policing there and do not use City of Santa Cruz beaches 
which are better policed. 

The City of Santa Cruz Police Department is not involved in policing north coast beaches which 
are outside City jurisdiction. There may be occasions periodically when the County Sheriffs 
Department would ask for assistance in an emergency. The Sheriff recognizes that the City 
Police Department cannot spare personnel and has its own police priorities, and the Sheriffs 
Department would call on other nearby Counties for assistance if needed in an emergency. 

The effects of the General Plan on either the County Sheriffs or City Police Departments would 
not be expected to constitute significant adverse impacts for which mitigation measures would 
be required. Fu:'1hermore, while the County still could incorporate the mitigation suggested by 
this comment in the General Plan, funding would be required to pay for expanded police 
protection services or facilities in addition to funds needed for the routine beach operation and 
maintenance ~nvisaged by the General Plan. Such management would increased the presence of 
people at K.he beaches which, in mm, would discourage the types of behavior and activities that 
result in police calls. 

Also see Response io Comment 1 of Linda Wilshusen, San~ Cruz County Transportation 
Commission regarding Khe plan Ro inswl motorist aid call boxes along state highways in the 
county. 
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May 22, 1989 

Environmental Coordinator 
Santa Cruz County Planning Department 
701 Ocean Street 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

SUBJECT: DEIR ON NORTH COAST BEACHES PLAN 

Dear Planning Staff and Nichols/Berman EIR Consultants, 

Save Our Shores has studied the DEIR and listed its 
comments on the following pages attached to this letter. In 
summary, our organization commends the DEIR for addressing 
several issues which were not addresed adequately in the 
North Coast Beaches Plan. The DEIR presents information 
which makes substantial modifications of the Plan necessary 
for it to be a useful and supported document. Our comments 
include statements where we emphasize concurrance as well as 
statements where we believe the DEIR needs more work before 
it can be certified as complete. The analysis on geology and 
soils is the strongest part of the DEIR in our view and quite 
impressiveo The visual analysis is the DEIR's weakest area. 
It not only needs expansion but needs to consider the 
proposed visual changes more relative to their setting which 
results in more significant visual impacts than the DE!h 
professes as now written. 

As always, we are available for your comments or 
questions. Please provide us ·with two copies of the final 
EIR and any other information on the Plan. 

.Attachment 
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A. GENERAL 

1. Page 17 0 footnote and 

Page 21 0 Exhibit 2 (and several other pages) 

We appreciate the DEIR's recognition of incorrectly named 

beaches in the North Coast Beaches Plan (NCBP). For the 

CI) record, we vish to reiterate that Chimney Rock Beach is 

incorretly named ttPanther Beach" by the NCBP and that 

Panther Beach is referred to in the NCBP by its less 

common name of "Yellowbank Beach." 

2. Page 35 0 Paragraph 2 (and several other pages) 

® 

The DEIR refers to the NCBP as the "Proposed General 

Plan 91 which is incorrect terminology and confusing to the 

lay publieo A G®n~ral Plan is the primary land ~s® 

eont~ins polieies which ~r@ applicable on~ 

eity=wide/eounty=wid~ b~siso Th~ NCBP is actually~ 

d@t~il®d (ffior® $p®eifie) 1~~d ~~~ ~oliei®$ th~n the 

Ge~~r~l Pl~n ~nd typie~llJ ~ppli~$ to~ $p®eifie 

3o Pags 38i L~st P~ragraph$ 

w~ ®ndorse th~ DEIRQ$ reeowmend~tion of 4 ~ddition®l 
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policies for inclusion in the NCBP, but we believe that . 

recommended Policies 3 (access trails) and 4 (pesticide 

use) need more clarification to be useful. For example, 

Policy 3 gives no direction towards creating the proposed 

50 foot buffer setback and conflicts with Policy 1 

statement of retaining the maximum amount of producing 

farm land in agricultural production. Policy 4 does not 

even hint at how the Agricultural Commissioner should 

work with local farmers or what type of actions should 

transpire . 

4 . Page 39, Paragraph 4 

© 

We applaud your recommendation to also include a policy 

to promote recycling within the NCBP. We believe that 

restating all the DEIR's proposed additional policies 

together in a single list will create a more easy 

reference tool for local policy makers who will be taking 

action on the NCBP. Possibly adding this listing to the 

summary would be most effective. 

3o Pages 28 = 39, Several paragraphs 

© 

We believe that a sixth additional policy should be 

included within the NCBP which better addresses the 

concern of visual impact. We propose the following: 

Improv~ the existing and future wisual 

quality of the beaches, access trails and 

parking areas by working with CALTRANS to 
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minimize signing along Highway 1 and by 

removing remnants of former development 

which are unsightly and no longer in use 

(e.g., concrete slab). 

This type of policy would make the NCBP a document which 

promotes visual enhancement of the beach areas to a 

greater degree than currently written. 

6. Page 42P Paragraph l 

The statement in this paragraph is accurate but terse. 

We believe one of the goals of the NCBP is to create a 

program that is consistent with the County General 

,[} Plan/LCP. To do otherwise would undercut the public 

hearing and decision-making process which formulated the 

General Plan/LCP. This idea should be included within 

this paragraph. 

B. SOILS AND GEOLOGY 

Excellent d@seTipt i on of t h ® g®ologie i mp~cts ~f t h~ 

proposed 30 V®hicl ® l@t ~OTth of Scott c~~ek Beaeho This 
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further impair safe pedestrian use of the proposed 

lot-to-beach trail beyond the description provided on 

Page 47, Paragraph 4 and 5. 

2. Pages 48 - 49, All paragraphs 

® 

Good descripltion of the problems associated with the 

proposed 110 vehicle lot at Scott Creek Beach. This 

provides a good argument for either deleting or modifying 

this proposed improvement. DEIR should examine a 

modification of this proposed lot that phases its 

construction into two or three separate phases or reduces 

the size of the lot. Would either modification reduce 

the significance of the stated environmental impacts? 

Also see comment C.4. 

3. Pages 46 - 49, All paragraphs 

There is no mention of NCBP proposed road widening for 

decelleration and turning lanes into proposed 110 vehicle 

lot. The geological (and vegetative and surface water) 

impacts of the proposed roadway filling and grading 

should be addressed. 

4. Pages 50 - 41~ All paragraphs and Page 58, Paragraph 2. 

@) 

Good description of the detriments created by proposed 

parking along the coastal edge of Davenport Landing Road. 

We believe this presents an adequate argument for 

restricting all parking to the inland side of Davenport 
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Landing Road. 

5. Page 53, Paragraph 8 

® 

DEIR recognizes the proposed filling of a drainage swale 

near Bonny Doon Beach parking but fails to discuss the 

impact. What will happen to the surface drainage? Is 

there an alternative to filling the swale? Could 

drainage improvements be installed to continue surface 

water flow prior to filling? 

6. Page 59, Paragraph 4 

DEIR recommendation for a third stairway at Bonny Doon 

Beach Parking Lot better meets the NCBP objective to 

minimize erosion. We agree that the NCBP should be 

@) revised to incorporate this particular improvement as one 

of the most important towards eliminating erosion 

probl®filS at beach accesses. 

The ~%cessiw® l~ngth ~f the ~roposed p~rking lot for 

@) Bonny Doon Be~ch need$ to be ~%pl~in~do A 900 foot long 

lot i~ ~bout 200 fe®t longer th~n r~quir~d to ~~rk ~ 

C. VEGETAT:ON AND WILDLIFE 

l. Page 70~ P~r~graph 3 
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@) 

The term "rare" would be more useful if it were better 

defined here. Are these plants classified by either the 

state or federal government as "rare and endangered" 

plant species? If so, what are the implications of 

removing these plants in regards to federal or state law? 

In regards to sensitive habitat policies of the County's 

General Paln/LCP? 

Page 75, Paragraph 2 

The DEIR's idea of using test plots presents a beneficial 

mitigation measure, but the DEIR's explanation creates 

several unanswered questions: When would monitoring 

occur, before or after grading? Are there suggested 

monitoring intervals? How useful will test plots be if 

it may take 10 years to determine revegetative progress 

(as the DEIR suggests)? We believe an expanded 

discussion on this topic could clarify these questions. 

Page 75 0 PaTagraph 5 

The statement Tecommending Tevegetation of the cut slopes 

contradicts the statement o~ Page 70 0 Paragraph 3 0 that 

the cut slopes for the 110 vehicle lot will be difficult 

to revegetate o These contradicting statements should be 

resolved. 

4. Pages 75 - 76, All paTagraphs 

® 
If the EIR determines revegetation test plots are 
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workable (see comment C.2), then could this cor: ept be 

applied to either of our suggested modifications to the 

Scott Creek Beach 110 vehicle lot? (See comment B.2) 

D. VISUAL AND AESTHETICS 

1. Page 40, Paragraph 1 

@ 

We disagree that the visual policies of the N~BP are 

consistent with the County 9 s General Paln/LCP and ~elieve 

this statement represents a major inadequacy of the DEIR. 

The amount of road signs proposed by the NCBP (See DEIR 0 

Page 33) would not be considered by most residents as 

consistent with LCP policies G.4.1 and 6.~.2 which seek 

to minimize signs along Highway 1 . CALTRANS has alr~ady 

plac®d ~n ®%Cess1ve number of r®p®titiv~ id®ntical signs 

~long m~fif portions of th® designat~d $C®nic r@~d which 

detract froID its sc® n ie char~cteristies. Th~ NCBP ~snow 

writt~n would ~dd ev~n mor~ $igns 0 ~any of which wo"ld b~ 

r~petitiv~ id~ntic~l "no parkingn sign$. Th~ NCBP $hould 

promot® vimual enh~nce~®Dt @f ®Z1$t1~i wproblffi~~ 

eo~e~TTent with p~Tking @~d ®ee®$S ~~w®lopm®~t. Th® DEIR 

·fail$ to ~d~q~~t~ly @~~ly~~ ~oth th~ ~~i~ti~; ~~d 

pTop@5®d o~~ r s ig~i~g $1t~~tio~ on th® North Co~ $t ~@~ti@~ 

of Highw®y 1. In $hort 0 l~t 0
$ not ~&k® @n® of ~h~ @ost 

se~nic r@~d corridors 1~ th~ n~tion ~ $ign cire~s 

r~plie~ti~g B~Trn~ Sh~w~ L~~do 
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2. Page 93, Paragraph 8 

How will parking on the road shoulder be eliminated 

without creating the visual impact of excessive 

repetitive signing along the road? If excessive signing 

is the only answer, then this impact needs to be 

reconsidered. The visual impact of vehicles parked along 

the road shoulder is only temporary, usually limited to 

weekend afternoons during the warmer months. Road 

signing is a permanent visual impact every hour of every 

day all year long . There are instances where the 

long-term and cumulative visual impacts of excessive 

signing are more significant than several vehicles 

parking on the road shoulder. 

3 . Page 94, Paragraph 3 

The proposed 110 vehicle lot for Scott Creek Beach will 

not, by itself , eliminate parking along the nearby 

portion of Highway 1. Does the DEIR mean construction of 

the lot in addition to no parking signs will eliminate 

road shoulder parking? If so, please refer to the 

previous comment . 

4. Page 94, Paragraph 6 

We disagree with the DEIR's statement that proposed 

~ fencing would not result in a significant visual impact. 
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It depends upon the type and height of fencing used and 

I 
if its provacative enough to be vandalized. The visual 

impact of fencing the large lagoons at Laguna Creek and 

Scott Creek Beaches is not addressed i ~ the D TR. We 

believe the hundreds of yards of fencing reqL _d to 

enclose both lagoons would create a visual impact that 

would detract from the natural and wilderness character 

of these wetlands. Before deciding such fencing is 

necessary to protect the lagoon habitats 0 ~e suggest the 

San Mateo County Office of State Parks be contacted to 

determine why Pescadero Marsh has never been fenced and 

to ascertain the viability of that marsh habitat with its 

designated hiking trails. In short, several hundred 

yards of continuous fencing may create more impacts than 

We have not be~n sble to d~termine any policy in the NCBP 

which prooootes a construction style or color of propos~d 

structures that vi~ually ~l®uds with th® $Urroundi~g 

@) natur~l landse~peo The DEIR $hould mak~ thi$ 

recomw~ndation r~ther th~n r~lying ~ol~ly on the ~small 

60 Page~ 93 = 100 0 All par~graphs 

~ Th~ DEIR should $p~cify l~ndseaping of the roadside ®dge 
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of parking areas as an additional visual mitigation 

measure. Use of native drought-tolerant shrub species 

would require minimal maintenance and not grow to heights 

that would create traffic sighting or safety problems. 

Such planting would also enhance the natural appearance 

of those parking areas proposed to be located adjacent to 

Highway 1. 

E. TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION 

1. Page 107, Paragraph 1 

The DEIR's only stated methods to reduce or eliminate 

road shoulder parking is increased signs and issuing 

citations. As discussed in comment D.2, the visual 

impact of more signs has not been discussed. Are there 

other ways to eliminate or reduce road shoulder parking 

without creating e negative visual impact? How is this 

problem solved along Highway 1 in San Mateo County? 

2. Page 109 , Paragraph 2 

The idea of placing wood bollards along the road shoulder 

of Highway 1 is a good method to reduce or eliminate road 

shoulder parking at Scott Creek Beacho Affixing signs to 

@) e v er y s ix th o r e i g ht h b o 11 a r d i s a method o f v, no parking " 

signing that has less visual impact than t he type of 

signing proposed by the DEIRo DEIR should extend this 

bollard signing concept to other beaches as a preferred 
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method of signing. Are there any near-beach areas of 

Highway 1 or Davenport Landing Road where this concept is 

infeasible? If so, Why? 

3. Pages 111 = 113. All paragraphs; 

Page 120. Paragraph 2 & 3; and Page 121. Paragraph 3 

The DEIR wisely mentions expansion of bus service and 

provision of bus stops at each of the 6 beaches as 

mitigations to lessen the traffic impact. We support 

these recommended measures. but believe that more 

discussion of this use of bus transportation is necessary 

for decision makers to give it worthy consideration. For 

example. bus stops inside the designated parking will 

eliminate the safety problems of pedestrians crossing 

Highway 1. Are there environmental impacts (positive or 

negative) connected with this idea? Th~ excellent list of 

bus transit improvements on Page 120 should include~ 

provision for ~sch b~s to carry bicycles. The third 

provision (r®la~ restrictions on large objects) is only 

workabl~ by obtaining ~®w b~$ v@hicles whieh h~v® cargo 

eo~p~rtffientso 

4 . P~ges 111 = 113@ All ~~r~gr~phs ~~d 

Pag~ 120 0 Paragr~ph a= 9 

Ag~in 0 the DEIR wisely recommends passenger use of th~ 

~%isting rsil lin~~ b"t th~ discussion is too t~rs~ ~o 

p?ovid~ foT ~oTthJ co~side?~tio~ of ~his T~COfflffi®~d~d 
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mitigation measure. Are there any negative impacts of 

using rail transit which need to be avoided? If so, what 

are they? Has this type of transit worked in similar 

situations in North America? Should the North Coast 

Beaches Plan be expanded to investigate this measure in 

more detail or can it be done within the EIR process? 

F. CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

1. Page 121 - 122 and Page 123, Paragraph 4 

The list of unavoidable significant impacts should 

include the visual change created by the a) nu~ber of 

roadway signs and (to a lesser extent) number of 

dispersed signs within the parking and trail head areas 

and b) the yards of continuous fencing surrounding the 

Scott Creek and Laguna Creek Lagoons. While the authors 

of the DEIR may not think these are significant from 

their standpoint, it must be remembered the study area is a 

natural rural area of wilderness beaches and undeveloped 

roadsides. It is the natural character of this area 

together with its panoramic views of marine terraces and 

the Pacific Ocean which make the area unique and to cause 

most local residents and visitors to cherish it as 

"special. 91 A "small" visual impact in t'his setting would 

be considered significant to most local residents, beach 

users and Highway 1 travelers. It is for these reasons 

that we strongly disagree with the DEIR conclusion on 
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Page 123 that the Plan would not conflict with the scenic 

element of the County General Plan/LCP. 

( 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF JOSH GOLDSTEIN, SAVE OUR SHORES 

Comment 1, 

Comment acknowledged; no response needed. 

Comment 2. 

The comment refers to General Plans in conformance with State planning law which requires 
local government to prepare a General Plan consisting of nine mandatory elements. In that 
context the comment would be correct: a plan for a distinct geographical area, the contents of 
which supplement or are more detailed or site-specific than the public policies adopted for the 
jurisdiction as a whole, normally is referred to as a Specific Plan or Specific Area Plan. 

The General Plan for Nonh Coast Beaches, however, was prepared in accordance with standards 
of the California Department of Parks and Recreation "so that it may eventually be considered 
for adoption by the State Parks and Recreation Commission", as noted in the EIR (DEIR page 
23) and Plan (Plan page 2). Thus, the title of the General Plan and reference to it in the EIR are 
correct. 

Comment 3, 

As noted above in response to a similar comment, the distance of 50 feet was recommended by 
local farmers. In the land use discussion of this setback, the EIR acknowledges (DEIR page 84: 

Although it is true that farmers generally oppose fences and vegetative screening because 
they usually result in a reduction of total tillable area, farmers would likely suppon such 
recommendations in this situation in order to reduce conflicts with the contiguous 
agricultural operations. 

Due to the issues discussed in the EIR's land use analysis (DEIR pages 84-85), "Policy 4" was 
left ambiguous intentionally in order to permit some flexibility or latitude in addressing this 
conflict bctwet..i pesticide use and beach access in the future. These issues require more 
discussion and negotiation than can be accomplished under the umbrella of an EIR which is 
designed to investigate and reveal environmental information but is not expected to resolve 
issues on which there are substantive differences of professional judgment and on which expens 
disagree widely. 

Comment 4. 

Comment noted; a master list of mitigation measures identified in the EIR is included in this 
Comments and Responses Addendum. 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

CommenLS... 

The General Plan contains the following recommended policy (Plan page 33): 

No site improvements shall be permitted that detract from or contrast with the existing 
scenic quality of the area. 

The General Plan also recommends (Plan pages 24-25) the: 

... full or partial removal of the concrete slab at Scott Creek Beach and rehabilitation of 
the gullies and old access road near the slab. 

Both of these proposed General Plan policies address the concern raised by the comment. The 
County could elect to incorporate the measure contained in this comment into the General Plan, 
however, during its review and approval process. 

Comment 6. 

The EIR analysis of the proposed General Plan's .relationship (conformance) to public plans 
addresses the extent to which the project would support or achieve the public policy goals and 
programs established by adopted County plans, principal among which is the Santa Cruz County 
Local Coastal Program (LCP) (DEIR pages 34-41). The reference to the California Coastal 
Commission noted by this comment is to an administrative action required to be taken before the 
proposed General Plan could be adopted and implemented. The concerns addressed by the 
comment would be taken into account by the County's planning process in reviewing and 
adopting the General Plan, if adopted, after which the Coastal Commission would assess the 
proposed General Plan's consistency with that agency's adopted policies before making its 
decisions. 

Commend, 

All of the problems associated with the trail that are discussed in the EIR (DEXR pages 46 
through 48) are potential problems. They arc not certain to occur. Given the number ru,d 
potential severity of these problems. however, it is the opinion of the preparers of me Em. mat 
the access trail from the 30-vehiclc parking lot should be removed from me General Pbm. lif me 
parking lot is built signs should !be placed near the top of the trail mat clearly state me hazards 
associated with using the trail and indicate that beach goers should only use me trail at ilicif own 
risk. 

CommentJL, 

From a geologic standpoint Khe ! IO-vehicle parking lot is me best option for pedestrian access ito 
Scott Creek Beach. The parking lot itself is not associated with any geologic hazards, and 
placing a culven under the new access road to the parking lot would be a minor task. The creek 
which flows out at the south end of Scon Creek Beach was quite small when it was observed in 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

December, 1988. It is the opinion of the preparers of the EIR that safe pedestrian access can be 
provided to the beach from this parking lot. 

From a geologic standpoint it would not be necessary to scale down the size of this parking lot or 
construct it in phases. The EIR did not identify significant geologic impacts associated with the 
construction of this parking lot. 

From a biotic standpoint without a specific modification proposed for this parking lot it would be 
to speculative at this time to state whether or not biotic impacts could be reduced to a less than 
significant level. 

Comment 9, 

The existing slopes and surf ace drainage in the vicinity of the proposed entrance to the 110-
vehicle parking lot at Scott Creek Beach where Highway 1 would be widened to allow a turning 
lane and a deceleration lane would not present any potential adverse geologic or drainage 
problems. The road widening would involve grading of existing cutslopes on both sides of 
Highway 1. The cutslopes are presently stable and they should remain stable after the widening 
of Highway 1. There is presently a turnout on the east side of Highway 1 which would make any 
road widening relatively easy. 

Comment 10, 

The mitigation section of the EIR recommends that parking be allowed only on the inland side of 
Davenpon Landing Road and not along the coastal side as proposed. 

Comment 11, 

There is a concern regarding what would happen to surf ace drainage if the existing swale on the 
west side of Highway I at the north end of Bonny Doon Beach is filled in to accommodate 
proposed improvements. 

The impacts of filling the swale are negligible if proper measures are implemented to maintain 
good surface drainage. In the mitigation section (DEIR page 60) it is stated that the existing · 
concrete drop box here must be raised up to ground level when the fill is placed in this swale. 
Then, surface water should flow into the drop box as it currently does. The drainage engineer 
who designs the new drop box should take into account the potential high flow velocity of 
surface water that drains from nonh of the parking lot off Highway I. Here, there is an 
approximate one-half mile section of paved road that is inclined down to the south between 
Panther and Bonny Doon Beaches. Half of this road runoff flows on the west side of Highway 1 
and enters the swale at the north end of Bonny Doon Beach. If the swale is filled in until there is 
level ground in the area of the swale, then surf ace runoff could overrun the drop box. Therefore, 
filling of the swale should involve grading a depression around the drop box to ensure that 
surf ace runoff flows into the drop box. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment 12. 

The mitigation section of the EIR recommends the construction of a third stairway 
approximately midway between the other two proposed stairways. 

Comment 13. 

The estimated length of the Bonny Doon parking lot was based on the proposed improvements 
and exhibits contained in the General Plan. 

Comment 14. 

The more appropriate term would be "habitat supponing plant species of special concern". The 
term "rare" is specifically defined under State CEQA Guidelines section 15380 as either a plant 
or animal although Il'lOt presently threatened with extinction, the species is existing in such small 
numbers throughout all or a significant portion of its range that it may become endangered if its 
environment worsens; or the species is likely to become endangered within the foreseeable 
future throughout all or a significant portion of'its range and may be considered "threatened" as 
that term is used in the Federal Endangered Species Act. 

A species of animal or plant shall be presumed to be rare if it is listed in Title 14 of the 
California Administrative Code; or Title 50 of the Federal Endangered Species Act or species 
not included in state or federal listing but can be shown to meet the criteria discussed in the 
proceeding paragraph. 

The sensitive species located in the proposed Scott Creek 110-vehicle parking lot are not listed 
on any state or federal lists but are listed by the Calif omia Native Plant Society as "Plants of 
Limited Distribution". These plants cannot be called "rare" according Ko statewide criteria; 
however, they are uncommon enough that their status should be monitored regularly by ilie 
society and botanical community. These plants of limi~d distribution~ inot ~fomed pro~cctive 
mitigations under either state regulations or Councy LCP and Sensitive Habitat Ordinances. 
Removal of the two species ~t Scott Creek would not constitute a violation of these ordinances at 

mis time . 

.Comm~nt 15, 

The directives in me EIR regarding &he use of \iest plots for evaluating the appropriate techniques 
for revegatation in dune communities were meant to provide a method for evaluation the success 
of the dune restoration program in the General Plan. Monitoring would take place following 
planting. The monitoring interVals identified in the General Plan (Plan page 48, spring and 
summer) are appropriate for evaluating success and viability of plantings. Checks of 
revegetation sites might be in order dming periods of the winter following significant storm 
events to assess the need for funher protection or stabilizing measures. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response ao Comments 

Test plots are useful in that they provide a way of assessing those techniques which will provide 
the best and quickest success of recovery. They provide a semi-quantitative method for 
evaluating success of the program ultimately reducing costs. It typically takes 10 years to fully 
evaluate the long-term success of revegetation/restoration eff ons. However, trends can be 
evaluated at shoner intervals of two to five years for selected species that indicate viability and 
natural :reproductive capabilities of selected species or those techniques which achieve 
restoration goals in the quickest manner. 

Comment 16. 

These statements are not contradictory. Data is not available to suppon the finding that 
revegetation of these slopes will be successful, expedient., or result in the same community type 
and structure that previously occupied the site. Without specific engineering plans and final 
slope contours it is difficult to know how steep the cuts would have to be. Never the less, it is 
possible that the gradient may be such that it would be difficult to revegate. This does not mean, 
however, that should the improvement be built that no revegetation be attempted simply because 
the data is not available to suppon it. No slopes should be left devoid of vegetation cover over a 
winter period. 

Comment 17. 

Yes, the test plot method can, and should, be utilized for any location where successful 
revegetation or restoration techniques are untested or unknown. 

Comment l 8. 

The visual impact and the magnitude of impact of existing signs in the program area is a highly 
subjective matter, and there probably would be as many opinions and judgments about either the 
severity or lack of impact as the number of people asked about the subject. Consequently, 
whether the signs a.re "excessive" in number, "repetitive" in content, "detract" from the scenic 
character of the program area must be determined by readers individually. The General Plan 
would not recommend removal of existin~ signs related to traffic and circulation (directional 
signs, "no parking" signs, etc.) which are posted by Caltrans and are outside County jurisdiction 
Ko place or remove. 

The General Plan, however, would result in the posting of new signs related to parking, Ko 
indicate the location of trails, to caution about hazards or provide other information. In mis 
context, me comment goes xo the heart of the public access dilemma which ultimately is me 
purpose of the General Plan - how to let the public know that the area's beaches are accessible, 
thus available for use by the public and how to direct visitors io trails, mus to minimize 
environmental impacts, land use conflicts, and safety hazards without being visually intrusive in 
providing this information? Past solutions to these types of questions normally involved limiting 
the numbers of signs, for instance, placing the signs which are installed efficiently (to make the 
most of each sign) and with sensiriviJy to their visibility, designing signs (sizes, colors, materials, 
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General Plan For lhe Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

etc.) according to some uniform standards while ensuring legibility. Such steps could be 
expected to be considered satisfactory, visually unobtrusive, or, perhaps, a r-..eneficial effect of 
the project while the same effects could be seen by others to constitute adverse visual impacts. 
Together with the EIR and this comment, it will be up to members of the public and decision
makers to detennine the visual impacts of the project for themselves and put that judgment in 
perspective with the other beneficial or adverse effects of the proposed General Plan. 

With reference to tlle immediately preceding comment and response the visual impact of 
roadside traffic signs (in tlli.s instance, "no parking" signs) and the visual impacts of parked cars 
may elicit quhe different responses from · -·1ous viewers. The comment makes tlle disti.nction 
between permanent signs on one hand and vehicles which are parked alon the road temporarily 
on ihe l'ther hand. Another viewer, however, could just as readily make a distinction between 
tlle size and amount of visual interference (how much total area is blocked in the viewshed) 
represented by roadside signs compared wiili that of cars parked along the road, \the light and 
glare reflected off car windows and chrome, etc. Thus ' ere may not be agreement among 
readers of the EIR or visitors to the program area abou~ what constitutes an adverse visual impact 
and whether or not visual impacts of the project would be significant. 

Comment 20, 

Provision of "off-street" parking in lots, as proposed by the General Plan, would be effective in 
reducing roadside parking on the Highway 1 shoulder if: 

e The &vailability of parking W?.' arked within a sufficient approach distance to permit 
driveYS Ro decide io rum off me i..~ ugh road and into the lot 

.. The &ecess (entrance) Ro Rhe p~@g area was clearly visible lbiy &mi/or Ulffiders™1dable io 
drivers so &hey could ~ e (Mld feel comfomble ~bout . . : g) Rhe rurxrlxlg movemem 
safely. 

Improvement of ~ch foea.ch's pcIDK"ong supply (wiKh or wimout texpru1sions or K'!ew parking 
provided by me pmposcd Gexne~ lP'!M) ~ be texpec&ed ~o redm:e rowide parking which 
cu:rreiiuly occms iln lioc~tions irao& proposed &o !be Mffld for pairking iln \the fo~. No one ran s~~ 
definitively, however. ili~t cons@crcioll'! (IJf \the propos~ l XO,vchlc!e Jpi~g lot ~K Scou Cre~k. 
Beach and placement of "llllo JPlarkfurng" signs orA IH.uighw~y X wowd ~limiMKe roadside parking. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

. 
Comment 21 . 

The EIR repons that proposed fencing would be visible. The extent to which the visibility of 
fencing would constitute an adverse impact in and of itself and the extent to which such an 
impact would be significant would depend on individual viewers and also would be influenced 
by fence height and materials. Both of those features would affect the extent to which views 
through or beyond fences would be obstructed. (Unless designed properly, however, fences 
intended to minimize interference with views potentially could become safety hazards.) 
Nevertheless, fences could be designed to discourage or limit vandalism, in accordance with the 
General Plan proposal that "facilities will be vandal-resistant" (Plan page 46). 

Roads immediately border Pescadero Marsh on three sites, so pedestrians cannot get much 
nearer to the marsh than the pavement without stepping in deep water. 2 The deep water and 
marsh vegetation (such as tules) appear to discourage people from entering the marsh. Trails 
have been built on levees on the founh side of the marsh along Highway l, and people appear to 
tend to stay on these designated trails. The only problem with visitors leaving marked trails has 
been in upland areas away from the marsh. 

The lack of fences around Pescadero Marsh does not seem to constitute a conscious management 
decision by the State Department of Parks and Recreation. The marsh was not fenced when the 
State acquired it, and there subsequently has been no reason to install a fence. Funhermore, 
while the deep water seems to discourage people from entering the marsh on foot, use of non
motorized boats is permitted, but boats generally are used only by Park Department personnel 
and by researchers. 

The situation, therefore, at Pescadero Marsh is not exactly similar to the situation at Scott Creek 
Beach and at Laguna Creek Beach. For example, at Laguna Creek Beach the existing unpaved 
farm road on the southwest-facing slope below the railroad grade at the eastern end is providing 
ORV access to the beach by way of the marsh. 

The comment raises the issue of the effects which can occur from mitigating one impact. 
Whether the secondary (visual) impact of mitigating another (biotic) impact is significant 
remains a subjective judgment. Nevertheless, one purpose of an EIR is to disclose the effects not 
only of the project but also to assess the effects of measures which may be recommended to 
mitigate project-induced effects. 

Comment 22. 

The comment is correct in observing that the proposed General Plan presently does not provide 
design guidelines, apart from recommending that "all off-highway signs will have a consistent 
motif' (Plan page 47). One objective of the General Plan which could be interpreted as 
addressing the concern expressed in this comment, however, is to (Plan page 6): 

2 Nichols m Berman conversation with Jean Ferrei, California Depanment of Parks and Recreation, Central 
Coast Division, Monterey. June 1989. 
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General Plan For !he North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
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Maintain the existing rural scenic character and perpetuate the environmental quality of 
the natural and cultural resources, particularly wildlife habitat and coastal Vf , '?.tation, on 
both private and public property. 

It should, however. be noted that all structures constructed in the Nonh Coast beaches area 
would need to meet the design criteria specified in County Code section 16.20.130. One 
objective of this criteria is Ko insure a building's compatibility with its surrounding setting. 

Low-growing, drought-tolerant landscaping planted along Highway 1 and in program area 
parking lots, as suggested by this comment, would provide a visual amenicy assuming that soil, 
climate, proper installation and maintenance, and other factors were propitious and &aken into 
account Provision cf additional landscaping as part of the General Plan's implementation 
potentially could be considered desirable by members of the communicy and, thus, could be 
incorporated into the Plan or Plan-recommended programs. The costs of buying and planting 
landscaping would meed to be added to the development costs which have been estimated for 
each beach; annual operating costs also would need to be increased to account for maintenance 
expenditures over and above those already estimated which would be attributable to new 
landscaping. 

Comment24. 

"No parking" signs or a red paimed curb are me accepted demarcations for no parking zones in 
the State of California. Umorrunaieiy, it is impossible to enforce parking regulations witllout 
signs or a red curb. It should ~ llilOKcd iliat tile project does not include placing signs all along 
Highway 1. Specific sign locatioKllS ~ shown m me Em (DEIR Exhibits 3 through i); me 
rru.xmbcr of signs at each beach is stx . -i.zed m DEIR Exhibh ft 

lln regard Ko parking signs Caltrans does not have 1100.inimum spacing requirement Section ~03 
of me Cru1:rans Traffic Manual discusses regulatory signs. In the discussion of placemem of 
signs com:rolliflg parking iresttictions, section 4-03.4 states "where the :ronc is wruusually Rong, 
supplemenw signs~ desirable iu miexmediate points wit.him me zom:". 

As shown m DlEKR lEmibh 8. me beaches with a lfCfativeiy bxgc iaumber of "!ffio parking" signs 
are Scott Creek. OX); lBoMy Doon, (7); mid Laguna Creek, (3). Ftmhermore, several of iliese 
signs m'e already m )Plh.CC ~K me bea.che£. 

Implementing parking restrictions OK! Highway 1 would 'be ilie responsibilicy of &he Srui.w. Cruz 
County lBoard of Supexvisoxs. The JPllfOCfflllllre would !be as follow£: 

First e Santa Oru.z Councy Board of SillJpemsors would have ~o pass a iresoh:ition x-esmcting 
parkL. nn cerwn are&s on Highway 1. SecoK!d, &he Cm.mcy Deparnnem of l?ublitc Wodcs would 
prepare a. drawing showmg m~ Roc~tion of irhe ino p&king zones ru,.d \the toc~tioKll of me "m.o 
parking" signs. Then, ili~ Coumy would ~pply Ro DiL n.s for jpexmi&s \lOl W$~ "rmo jpm"kmg" 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Fmal EIR 
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signs. After review by Caltrans an encroachment permit would be issued to the County to allow 
the installation of the signs. With the issuance of the encroachment permit the County 
Department of Public works would be responsible to install the signs. 

Comment 25.. 

"No parking" signs could be placed on wood bollards in locations which bollards would be 
placed. Where possible, "no parking signs" should be placed on wood bollards instead of on a 
separate sign post It should be emphasized that the bollards would be placed outside the 
shoulders of the road so they will not, by themselves, prevent vehich!s from parking on Highway 
1 shoulders. It is likely that installing bollards (with "no parking" signs) would be feasible at 
most locations. However, this could not be detennined until engineering studies of individual 
beaches were performed. Funhermore, the presence of a continuous line of bollards along the 
side of Highway 1 will have its own visual impacts. 

Comment 26. 

As discussed in Response to Comment 1 of Ed Van Der Zande, Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit 
District, buses should not drop off passengers in parking lots. This would interfere with bus 
schedules, require buses to tum across traffic lanes, and would interfere with parking lot 
operations. Funhermore, many of the parking lots would be unable to accommodate the required 
bus movements. 

As pan of the bus stop constrnction program (discussed in Response to Comment 1 of Ed Van 
Der Zande Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District) steps would be taken to improve safety for 
pedestrians crossing Highway 1 at bus stops. These steps can not be specified until detailed 
engineering studies of improvements at each individual beach are completed. However, they 
should include cross walks, warning signs, and sight distance analysis at a minimum. 

Currently, most weekday (six trips out of nine) and all weekend (six nips out of six) bus service 
on SCMTD Route 40 (to the North Coast Beaches) is equipped to carry bicycles. A mitigation 
measure could be added to recommend that all future bus service to the North Coast Beaches be 
equipped to carry bicycles. Responsibility for this mitigation measure could be shared by the 
County and SCMTD. 

Relaxing the restriction for large objects on buses might require purchase of new buses. 
Alternatively, selected existing buses could be reconfigured to carry specific objects desired by 
beach patrons such as picnic baskets, small surfboards, etc. These buses could then be used on 
the North Coast beaches route. Reconfiguration could include ideas such as removing some 
seats, placing racks on the bus roof, or adding a trailer. These changes would not be easy for 
SCMTD to implement quickly, however they should be considered in future effons to increase 
ridership. They could be funded by a combination of the County, SCMTD, and State and 
Federal demonstration programs for increasing transit use. Because the North Coast Beaches 
Improvement Program is, by itself, not expected to increase travel demand significantly, funding 
tllese mitigation measures should not be a project related requirement. 
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General Plan For Khe North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
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Comment 27. 

Rail transit has been discussed above (see Response to Comment 2 of Ed Van Der Zande, Santa 
Cruz Metropolitan Transit District). It is important to emphasize that the impacts of the North 
Coast Beaches Project is not expected to increase traffic significantly. Therefore, rail transit use 
was not analyzed in detail. With this understanding, the following responses are provided. Rail 
transit could have the following potential negative impacts: 

0 Attracting more people to use the beaches. 

0 Noise. 

m Visual impacts. 

" Safety. 

0 Vibration. 

However, all these issues can be mitigated through proper design of the facilities and operations 
planning. 

The most appropriate place for discussion of impacts and mitigation measures of rail service is in 
its own complete environmental impact study. 

Recreational use of transit has been successful in cenain North Americrui siruatioKRs. However. 
successful is a relative word. Some services carry a large number of people. but still X'equire 
substantial subsidy. Some ~%amples of these are: 

.. Smi lFrruicisco cable caixs; 

0 SM! Francisco Historic Trolley lFestivru; and 

his impoflm!.t tto note mat these are relatively short distance, all day services in high tourist 
demand arc&S. 

Longer dis~cte rail e%cmsfon service to scenic locations also is provided in rome U.S. 
nocations. This eype of service is frequently operated by private businesses on a ll.imite;d 
:£Chedul~. lit, mer~fore. probably carries tnough passengers to make mo:m~y but might not serve 
&Sa model for re~far rail service on ilie D~velllpoxt illlle. 

lit is bc:yond ilie sco~ of iliis Em llO evruuate me ~nviroX1memal impacts of rail service on the 
Davenport lliineo lit is likely that MY such rail service will E.mdergo a sep~ie ~llwironmental 
review. JF!.!rthennore, it should be Ino&oo iliat ilmplemenw:lion of the Gelr!cra~ Plan does not 
irequm; rail service ~o mitigate its H'.raffic impac~. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment 28. 

The significance of the project's effects will be determined by Santa Cruz County decision
makers based on information contained in the EIR and local experience. The County could 
interpret the EIR findings to conclude that the proposed General Plan would result in significant 
adverse impacts within the context of Santa Cruz County community standards. The County's 
determination will be made before the EIR is cenified as complete, and findings of significance 
of environmental impacts can be included in the cenification resolution. 
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Santa Cruz County Farm Bur~au 
·working For The People Who I.M:)rk The Land" 

Mr. Pete Parkinson 
Environmental Coordinator 
Planning Department 
County of Santa Cruz 
Governmental Center 
701 Oc~an Street 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

Dear Mr. Parkinson: 

M3y 30, 1989 

Our legislative committee has reviewed the draft EIR on the 
general plan for the six nc c th coast beaches. 

While the EIR addresses fflost of the issues, we do have some 
concerns such as: 

The ~itigstion a~d question of trespass on adjacent 
farmlando i.~.o i~ncing ancl ~aint~nance of such. 

Flashboard dsm re~oval policy must be eliminated. 

Breaching of Scott Creek io prevent flooding of 
far~land. Suggest cont~cting Pajaro Rive~ Task force 
for solution th~t W~$ worked out for Pajaro River. 

Cgnce:r~$ @bo~t ~e$ticide ~$® ne~r be~che$ ~~cl po$sible 
conflict$ with ~Yblic. 

Parking wo~ld h~ve to be ~deq~~tely controlled $0 ~$ 

~ot to i~f~i~ge on p~op~rtie$ fil®%t to ~cce~$. 

These ~~e ~ few of ih~ eo~~~~ts we f~el ~~$t be ~dcl:re$$ed 
p~ior to e~actm~~t of ~~y cle~elopooent of the ~o~th CO~$t be~ch~$o 
If you have any qye$tio~$ 0 please contact o~~ offic~ ~t 588-0748. 

Steven Siri 
!?resident 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF STEVEN STRI, SAf'..TTA CRUZ COUNTY FARM BUREAU 

Comments 1-5, 

This letter does not raise concerns with the environmental analysis contained in the EIR. Rather 
the concerns expressed by these comments are among the issues addressed in the EIR, as 
follows: 

A. Trespass and fencing -- See DEIR pages 79-80, 84, and 87. 

B. Flashboard dams and water supply -- See DEIR pages 82, 86, and 87. 

C. Sandbars and flooding -- See DEIR pages 82-83, 86, and 87. 

D. Pesticide use -- See DEIR pages 80-82, 85, and 87. 

E. Parking -- See DEIR page 84. 

Funher discussion of these issues, as requested by these comments, would relate to the proposed 
provisions and implementation of the General Plan. Inclusion of this letter in the EIR, however, 
will make public officials aware of the Fann Bureau's concerns. 
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FORT FUNSTON JIAN(i GLIDER 
PILOTS ASSOCIATION 

Santa Cruz County 
Board of Supervisors 

214 
San 
(B) 
(H) 

Lake Merced Hill 
Francisco, CA 94132 

415/433-6670 
415/337-0350 

As the President of Fellow Feathers/Fort Funston Hang Glider. 
Pilots Association, I would like to express the Bay Area pilot 
communities interest in the General Plan for North Coast Beaches 
as it relates to Scott Creek and Bonny Doon Beach along Highway 
#1 near Davenport. 

These two beach areas provide excellent training and 
recreational facilities for pilots at all skill levels. 
Student-novic.e pilots use the site to learn; advanced pilots use 
the -site to hone their flying skills. The weather, terrain and 
prevailing wind conditions.are ideal for these purposes. 

Our pilot community has historically been very concerned 
about preservation of natural areas and we wish our sport to be 
consistent with environmental preservation. However, some of 
the enhancements to the dune areas at these beaches as proposed 
in the General Plan would eliminate flying activities and deny 
pilot access. Therefore, we would like to cooperate in any way 
possible to find alternate enhancements for this area that would 
benefit all concerned and include hang gliding access, 
environment protection and public convenience. 

ly, 

President 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENT OF RICHARD WOOD, FELLOW FEA 11-IERS 

Comment I. 

Comment acknowledged. The comment addresses the merits (not the environmental effects) of 
the proposed General Plan insofar as recreational use by hang-gliders is concerned; thus, no 
response is necessary in the EIR. Inclusion of this comment in the EIR, however, will make the 
writer's views available to public officials to take into account when they make decisions on the 
General Plan and the content of that plan. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF TIM AR AT 

Comment L 

Comment acknowledged. As noted in response to the immediately preceding comment, this 
comment addresses the merits (not the environmental effects) of the proposed General Plan 
insofar as recreational use by hang-gliders is concerned and no response is necessary in the EIR. 
Inclusion of this comment in the EIR, however, will make the writer's views available to public 
officials to take into account when they make decisions on the proposed General Plan. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF FRED ER TCK HUTCHTNSON 

Comment 1. 

Comment acknowledged. As noted in response to the previous comments, this comment 
addresses recreational use of the program area by hang-gliders. Although no response is 
necessary, inclusion of this comment in the EIR will make the writer's views available to public 
officials when they take action on the proposed General Plan. 
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May 30, 1989 

SUBJECT: comments concerning the General Plan for North Coast 
Beaches. 

I do not like the General Plan for North Coast Beaches, but 
I also feel that the 0'partyers 00 have pushed us into a corner and 
there may be no other option. The big problem with the plan though, 
is that while "gentrification" of the beach may discourage the 
0'partyers 00 u The very people that use the beach on a regular basis, 
who love and care for the beach the most, are also the people that 
will be literally outlawed from using it. I have been going to 
Bonny Dune beach for more than 9 years, I have friends that have 
been going there for more than 20. I feel hurt and disappointed 
that my friends and myself after years of picking up other people~ 
trash, contending with drunken teenagers, and really caring for 
°'our 00 beach, are the very people that the General Plan is going to 
discourage. 

My understanding is that only one beach is to be designated as 
a clothes optional beach with an additional dollar added to the 
price of parking . If the state takes over there will be no clothes 
optional beaches at all. We need to encourage people that have a 
love of nature, of the sun and the ocean, and people who nexpress 
their options 00 are very people that care the most . We do not need to 
encourage a bunch of drunken kids from San Jose who 0 s idea of a beach 
is a place to get drunk. There are many people who don°t go to the 
north county beaches because of the trash and 00weirdos on the cliff", 
not because these beaches are clothes optional and they are afraid 
of seeing nude people. 

Please, keep all of the north county beaches clothes optional . 
Disrespect for the environment is the problem, not nudity. Nudity 
has never been a problem on these beaches, and even with more 
people using them there will not be a problem in the future. 

Y.e~p the c ;;:m:t~cl cf 00 ou:;;:' 00 bc.::.ches in °0 cmx- 00 ~ ;;>,r.~d> . Do not. ~,;.r r. 
control over to the s t at®. 

Legali~e ~lcohol at city bea ch®$ o Th® ~lcohol problem moved 
fbom the city beaches to th® ~ox:th ~os~t be~ch~$ that already 
had an alcohol problem . 

Sell one ye~r parking p~:nn.it$ to ~~courage regular use by caring 
people O Let t h® !Done t. im®r£ 08 p~y for th~ i IDprOVements e 

;;:: 
TOM CUMMING 
Bonny Dune Regular, 
'!'@.XJP~Y®~ o Vet.e ru 
Sof~w~r® Engineer 
~oul~~r er~~k 

' 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF TOM CUMMING 

Comment 1., 

Comment acknowledged; see responses above. It should be noted, however, that Santa Cruz 
County decision-makers do not have jurisdiction over City of Santa Cruz beaches. 
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B1:n Angove 

South Bay Naturists 
P. 0. Box 23781 

Sain Jc~e CA 95153 

Parks, Open Spaceis, aind Cultural Services Dept. 
County of S,u1.ta1 Crn:i: 
701 Ocean St. 
Santa Cru:i: CA 950b0 

D£oa r Mr. Ango'lf®: 

Thursd.1y, May 25, 1989 

This letter comments on the dr.iH @mrironmenta.l impact report ru1d the North Co«\st 
Beaches General Plan. X @m sorry th"1t I W£1S not @ble to personally <!JU.end the Bocilrd of 
Supervisors meeting on Tuesday. Unfortm1&te . our group was not cl.W,ue of the planned 
discussion until aft®r the fact, when it w.is reported in Wednesday's Sentrnel. The South 
Bay Naturist.s is .in educational and soci<!ll organizc1.t.ion dedicated to <ecology ..ind body 
acceptance, as described in the enclosed i.tatement of Principles. Wfil have participata!ld 
(and plain to cont.inu® l,)airticip<iltin!V in th@ Coastill Commission's "Adoi,,t-A~Beach" clearrnp 
plan. Many of om xnirn:1bers .an fr~H!U®nt 'ij'Xl£ itors to the North Coaist beachies. 

ln i @n®r&l WI! il.r@ i;>IHS®d with the E)Ulfl$ to &inl,)n>'ll'® th@ f&ciliti@s §.t U1ese bl:li!.Cfl.®So 

We f®CO,Pii%® @:ii:istmi prob!®W.Sc @$1:)f/Cii!\Uy !H:t ®f D and beli~~<e <ind hop® ui~t th@ propos~d 
iooproV"@fil~i!~ will &h.iU, $\!Ch );)rob!~i.ru;. ffn· y l!'l~F£0 w~ K'M\'ij'® c!Hn@d ll!P !itt®r l~H by 
clrun1um p <t\rtiei. &t l8onny Docni.D u 1,a wo'l!lt:i wl!'lkcmu: &l!!y assh;twcl!'I t he Cotmty could 
pro'\lic:11!. 

w~ ar~ esp®d~Hy plH sl!'lcl ~cit th@ eOl'!,llty r 8eo,:ni%H tile eoxi.tb:me d pa~mh,rity u icl 
~cc@i;>~ K!e il? of nmfe \\llSfl. W@ a ppr@ci.a t@ Untt @@pa,too@nt's <r!Hire to g,ro'<Yi~~ ®(St!&l faciliil @~ 
for &ii©turisb., and to ~i!llcour-11@ voyem-:;. We &ppreciatrt: '.l:f@'i!r r ecor n!iloin th.it n&tu:ri»b. U® 

!'1!!.t!!!nUy $e1nsit&ve 0 e@\!Ttlll<m.s b~aeh \l&H ~ Ooi&d r adi@!ll. !l!H ~ .i.!co~@& eonsuoopth:m .• &El.cl 
Httu ar~ &i@t :i:> r @i&tM ll'ly 1nt!t'l!ri1!1U2). 'Wl!'I &p]?rl!'le~Ut yam eomooit~eisit 11.o eo1ntin'!!®d s,ub!ie 
,i,CCH ~ to illl ~ .&eh@s a$ lt!iH''&!r!.&~ R,y C&fil.f{Jrafia ~w. 

"§ 
. ll3 

Ooo e;:ll 

'Wl!'l'r~ eo&ic1trn@d abotrt t!h~ di1llcriioo.hiatoey l!'l1i@et @11' iiooit int lllilllt@e @$® to jt[~ ohi 
.!:>Heh a t wMt:.b a bi,;h~r adw.is~i<m fH ii$ e~.ar 1•d . l,')rHeK!l?.»y. n i'.~~l'&$U i R'!t1r ~ Hwttrai~o:r~ 
CO<!! \li i !)H Ch@i, ~ @t&Ctl!lfuUy aK!d whmo~~ ~rgR)~@tu:!i , W~y oomt &.ru$_ d 'l,£!!1®:' &t _ H eh i H Cfu 

ib~ !it~turis;U i@tlmfl i'~Ay (;oni n c&t ~ a t @1m~ 8K!cl. @~~ @1 &Rt@ W'!. fl>~. &~~ i l:.rtw~ t~vM 

offe gi,di&1i ¢)~~@')!;" ~$~ fl5o ~ ~ 
~ ---

( 
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Regarding your statement that a higher fee at the designated nude beach would 
discourage voyeurs, we wonder: If a voyeur were willing to pay S3 to look, wouldn't he/she 
be willing to pay S4? If a nudist were willing to pay S3, would he/she be willing to pay S4? 
Do you believe that nudists have fatter wallets than voyeurs? If for whatever reason it is 
desired to concentrate all nude use into a single beach, this effort is more likely to succeed 
if there 1s no economic incentive for nudists to use other (cheaper) beaches. 

Although we obJect to the proposed new designation of five out of the six beaches as 
"clothing-required," if this must be, we would also welcome a role in selecting just which 
beach would be remain "clothing-optional." We hope that it would be one of the most 
popular nude beaches now (e.g. Bonny Doon, because of its convenient access and 
protective cliffs), rather than a desolate and wmd-swept one which would discourage nudity 
altogether. 

Finally, we're concerned about your proposal to surrender management responsibility 
to the State Parks and Recreation Department or to a private concessionaire. In this 
regard, we agree with Josh Goldstein of Save Our Shores. Our concern with management 

'S\ by the State is a fear of losing local control of the beaches. w~ have appreciated what 
!!/ your department has done for Santa Cruz County, and would prefer if you could continue to 

do it, rather than relinquishing control to Sacramento, where they may not have the 
sensitivity for local issues that you have. Our concern with a private concessionaire is that 
once the gate t.o the beach is in private hands, their profit motive is at odds with the st.ate
guaranteed public access. 

I hope that we can continue to be of service in the refinement of the General Plan. 
If I may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to call me at (408) 227-1219 
(home) or (408) 927-1811 (work). Thank you. 

cc: Lee Baxandall 
The Naturist Society 
P.O. Box 132 
Oshkosh WI 54902 
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Coordinator 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO C{)MMENTS OF RICHARD PASCO. SOUTHBAY NATIIRlSIS. 

Comment L 

Comment acknowledged. The number of beaches and the ones to be designated as "clothing 
optional" beaches is not an environmental issue for analysis in an impact document and for 
which a response is necessary in the EIR. As noted in response to the previous comments, this 
comment discusses recreational opponunities in the program area by a specific user group. 
Inclusion of this comment in the EIR will make the writer's views available to public officials 
when they take action on the proposed General Plan. 

Comment 2. 

This comment addresses a concern also i. .. ~. ressed by agriculturalists and discuss~.d in the EIR 
but in the latter context (DEIR page 83). Possible transfer of management respor: j bility to the 
State and diminished local control, however, is a question related to the proposed General Plan 
itself and only relates indirectly to the environmental effects of implementing the Plan. The 
indirect secondary effects on the environment which might occur would be expected to involve 
operation and/or maintenance of facilities installed as a result of the General Plan, if adopted. 
The extent to which there could be adverse impacts at some undefined time in me future cannot 
be assessed in this EIR, however, without becoming speculative. Similarly, beach operations by 
private concessionaires would not constitute an environmental issue for analysis in the EIR. 
Nevertheless, any contract between a public (County or State) agency and a private 
concessionaire could include performance standards to be met by the contractor which, if not 
satisfied, would constitute cause for revoking the contract. 
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MARIN COUNTY 

JHAI'1G GLIDING ASSOCIATION 

May 17, 1989 

Dear Board of Supervisors, Senta Clara County: 

#4 MANOR TERRAClE 

Mil.L VAILLEY, CA 94941 

T..e Menn County Hang Gliding Association strongly supports the continued use of 
the Bonny Doon and Scott Creek recreational areas for hang gliding instruction. 
) e areas offer extraordinarily safe and unique conditions. It has been our experi
_nce with the Mount TamaJpais hang gliding program that hang gliding can and does 
:n-exist safely with other public uses. In fact, hang gliding hes become quite an 

raction on the mountain and at Stinson Beach. 

J 'ortuneatJy, the Bay Area has just about lost an of its training sites to development. 
·, s makes it extremely difficult for instructors to find safe places to teach. These 
wo sites in question a Her the ideal conditions necessar] for first time pilots to 
, te the thnJJ of flight without getting over their heads. 

t is our sincere hope that you will remember us in your future plans for these sites. 

'e wouJ d be rrwre than happy to take you cm ~ tour of our site and Jet you speak first
e"'d to state imd federal perk rangers ~nd to watch more advanced pilots flying. 

hank you ror your consideration . 

. 
1. ;ere_11) yours. J. .. 
~ J(I.¢~/~ 
~ ~etta Klockars 
L~ AdminfstratorBy 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTSOF LAUREITAKLQCKt\RS. MARIN COUNTI HANG 
GLIDING ASSOCIATION 

Comment L 

Comment acknowledged. The comment addresses the merits (not the environmental effects) of 
the proposed General Plan insofar as recreational use by hang~gliders is concerned; thus, no 
response is necessary in the EIR. Inclusion of this comment in the EIR, however, will make the 
writer's views available to public officials to take into account when they make decisions on the 
General Plan and the content of that plan. 
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General Plan For &he North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS Of WILLJAM RICK 

CommenLl. 

Comment acknowledged. As noted in response to the immediately preceding comment, this 
comment addresses the merits (not the environmental effects) of the proposed General Plan and 
no response is necessary in the EIR. Inclusion of this comment in the EIR, however, will make 
the writer's views available to public officials to take into account when they make decisions on 
the proposed General Plan. 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response U> Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS OF ANDREW WHITEHILL 

Comment]. 

Comment acknowledged. As noted in response to the previous comments, this comment 
addresses the merits of the project not its effect on the environment and, therefore, no response is 
necessary. Inclusion of this comment !he EIR, however, will make the writer's views available 
to public officials when they take action on the proposed General Plan. 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response &o Comments 

RESPONSETO COMMENTS Of TI-IE KOLAR F AMTL-.Y 

Commentl. 

The literature review prepared as pan of this EIR did identify archaeol...,gical site CA-Scr-7. This 
site is located on Sand Hill Bluff, south of the Laguna Creek Beach stuay area. The imponance 
of the site is well documented in the two following repons: 

" Preliminary Cultural Resources Reconnaissance of a Ponion of Parcel APN 59-023-08, 
Santa Cruz County, California, by C.R. Smith and G.S. Breschini, July 1988. 

" Archaeological Test Excavations at Sand Hill Bluff. San Cruz County, California, by 
D.A. Jones and W.R. Hidebrandt, September 1988. 

Because the site is on private property and outside the boundaries of the North Coast Beaches 
study area, it was not referenced in the EIR. Cultural resources management considerations for 
CA-Scr-7 is beyond the scope of this EIR. 

Commg t 2. 

Comment acknowledged. The suggestions for improving the wetlands have merit and should be 
funher evaluated along with other additional suggested modifications designed to enhance and 
enlarge the marsh habitat. 
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~THE CALIFORNIA NAT~VE PlANT SOCIETY 
20 Kite Hill Road, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

(408) 423-3168 

31 May 1989 

Ms. Susan Williamson 
Environmental Coordinator 
Santa Cruz Cotmty Planning Department 
701 Ocean Street 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Report on the General Plan for 
Six North Coast Beaches 

Dear Ms. Williamson: 

I have reviewed the draft EIR on the General Plan for Six North 
Coast Beaches on behalf of the California Native Plant Society (CNPS), 
Santa Cruz County Chapter. We hgve the following comments: 

1) 

0 
2) 

® 

3) 

0 
4) 

The CNPS is concerned 'about the impacts of the 110-vehicle 
parking lot at Scott Creek, which will destroy habitat of 
the rare native orchid, Piperia michaeli. We urge you to 
consider alternatives to this potential development, including 
possible relocation of the parking lot. 

Page 70 of the DEIR states· .that· Mo~terey indian paintbrush 
would also be affected by the 110-vehicle parking lot. We 
believe this paintbrush at Scott Creek is actually not 
Castillei_! latifolia ssp. latifolia (Monterey indian paintbrush) 
but is Castilleja wightii (also r.nown as C~ ·1atifolia ssp. 
wightii), which is not a rare species. 

We support the mitigation measure cited on page 76 of the DEIR 
which states that a field survey should be conducted to 
locate .:rare species at each individual beach prior to initiation 
of proposed improvements or modifications. We suggest that 
the need to do such surveys during the appropriate flowering 
season be added to ensure the effectiveness of these surveys. 1 

We wish to note that another population of Piperia michaeli 
that occurs at Panther Beach needs to be protected . It is 
located on a slope overlooking the south end of the beach and 
appears to be a popular viewpoint for people, especially arotmd 
the July 4 holiday when use is high. Kathy Lyons and Randy 
Morgan, both local botanists, are familiar with the exact 
location of this population. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

, ·e ki.iuc:hi 
ConseTVation Ch~ir 
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General Plan Fpr the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

SOC[ETY 

Comme.nLL 

Comment acknowledged. The EIR does state that a significant impact would result to rare plant 
habitat from construction of the proposed 110-vehicle parking lot. 

.Crumnm.2, 

The species of Casriileia listed in Appendix A of the General Plan is .b latifolja. A complete 
field reconnaissance was not conducted as pan of the preparation of the EIR to positively 
confirm me identification of mis paintbrush species. This comment supports me need for 
additional rare plant clearance surveys prior to the initiation of proposed improvements or 
modifications, as recommended in the EIR. 

Comment 1. 

Agreed. The mitigation measure should be revised to state mat field surveys conducted to 
determine the existence or absence of sensitive plant species should occur during me appropriate 
flowering season. 

Comment 4., 

Commem noKro. The Gclilcral rPlrun should re revised Ko refleci &his commenL 
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SIERRA ~,:.· SANTA CRUZ REGIONAL GROUP, VENTANA CHAPTER 

C LUB P.O. Bo,c 604, Santa Cruz, CA 95061 (408) 426-4453 

Pete Parkinson 
Environmental Coordinator 
County of Santa Cruz 
701 Ocean Street 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

Re: Draft EIR for the General Plan for 
the North Coast Beaches 

Dear Pete: 

June l, 1989 
"O 

u5 :; CP 
u:, 

'--~ = --G) 

Ct 

~ 
:;::,,, -0 :;:J = -1 - <P. ..:-rn - r,,,.) 
~ 0) 

The following comments on the Draft EIR for the North Coast 
Beaches General Plan are submitted on behalf of the Santa Cruz 
Regional Group of the Sierra Club, Conservation Committee. 

;a 
rn 
0 
rn 
= 
< 
rn 
CJ 

Page 5 - The EIR is presented as a program EIR, pursuant to the CEQA 
Guidelines. However, it is evident throughout the EIR that sufficient 
environmental analysis on crucial issues of habitat impacts and wetland 

()
modfications is not contained in this EIR. Defering mitigation measures 

. to future studies is not permitted under recent case law (Sundstrom v. 
County of Mendocino)o The EIR should, therefore, clearly provide that 
further environmental analysis, with public review, will be conducted 
prior to implementation of affected components of the North Coast 
Beaches Plan. 

Page 29- The Scott Creek Beach project description states that 11 turning 
and deceleration lanes on Highway 1 may be required. 81 If such modifi~a-

ra,tions to Highway 1 are part of the project it should be clearly stated, 
, ~and analyzed for environmental impacts i n this EIR . If not, then it 

should be stated that further environmental review will be required if 
Highway l modifications are proposed at some future date . 

Page 32 ~ The location of vault toilets at Laguna Creek Beach should 
1 \be definitely stated and analyzed in this EIR; if that cannot be done, 
'-1then both locations must be considered in the EIR. 

, \Page 35 ~ The discussion of the Natural Systems Element should mention 
~that LCP policy 1.4.1 limits uses within dunes and coastal strand to 

scient ific research and educational instruction . 

Page 38 = The discussion of Visual Resources here should mention that 
~Che 30~car parking lot at Scott Creek Beach is inconsistent with LCP 

policy 6.2 02. The language of LCP policy 6.2 . 2 should be stated here. 
0 
• • • F.O gzy{q;,g, rmjuy ti,ru{ progg,g gm wi.U pYlC&S ef tfu um!,,.. 
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North Coast Beaches EIR - page two 

Page 42 -· If it is proposed or suggested that any LCP policies be 
tZ\amended, then the specific policies should be listed here, and the 
~envi=onmental impacts, especially cumulatively, of amending those 

policies must be analyzed in the EIR. 

Page 42 - Section 3.4.3 - If any highway improvements requiring en
croachment permits are included in the project, the environmental 
analysis should take place in this EIR. Caltrans typically does not 

(')\do environmental analysis with public review for its encroachment 
~permits, nor is a public hearing usually provided for such permits. 

Caltrans will rely on this EIR if it is certified, therefore it is 
essential that environmental review of highway alterations occur in 
this EIR. 

Page 47 ~ It is unclear from the discussion here whether it is being 

®suggested that there are~ trails from the proposed blufftop parking 
lot down to Scott Creek Beach. The location of the trails should be 
identified on a map. 

Page 50 - Drainage from Davenport Landing Road. If analysis of culvert 
~apacity is beyond the scope of this EIR, then the EIR must state that 
\.!)further environmental and public review will occur prior to project 

implementation that would create runoff impacting the culvert in question . 

. Page 57 - We would support elimination of the proposed 30-vehicle 
@parking lot at Scott Creek Beach as the only adequate mitigation 

measure for impacts identified. 

Page 58 = Davenport Landing - How many spaces would be eliminated by 
~;moving the proposed parking from the coastal side of Davenport 
~nding Road? 

Page 59 = Bonny Doon Beach - Another mitigation measure to reduce 

©
erosion hazards at the railroad crossings would be to reduce the 
length of the parking lot so that only two stairways across the 
railroad tracks would be needed. 

Page 61-62 - We would support elimination of the structural staircase 
as a mitigation measure. Howeve:E: 0 ·it is u:nclear how a 00 r ough surfaced 
concrete ramp 00 along th~ existing t'l'~il to Laguna Creek B~aeh ecmsti= 

(.':;\tutes a mitigation measure" Mitiga~ion for what? Such~ eoner~t~ 
~surface would have visual ~nd oth~r impacts not analy%®d her® 0 and is 

utterly unnee~ssary sine~ th~ t:E:ail crosses exposed roek oo.ueh of its 
length . 

Exhibits 10=11 = It should be clarifi~d wh~t speci~s of pl~nts ~nd 

® animal have actually been observ®d in th® prog:E:am ar~~o ~nd which 
are just predicted to occur. 

Page 70 - Scott Creek Beach = Th,s 00 site speeific 00 studi~s proposed 
~prior to dune restoration would need to be subj®ct to public review 
'\.::.Jas part of a further environmental review process for a specific 

dune r,sstoration component of the program . 

r;;!_~ge 71 = Scott Cre~k B@~eh = Th® 00 detail12d ~nalysi$ 00 propos~d h®l"® 
~uld also need to be subj~ct to publbe revi~w as part of fureh~l" 

environmental review for a specific hydrological ~edification$ p:E:oj~ee 
-84~ 
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North Coast Beaches EIR - page three 

component oj the overall program. 

~Page 72 - Wildlife - The statement that the General Plan will not 
• •,_:/'significantly increase future levels of use at any of the beaches" 

is not supported by sufficient evidence. (See discussion below.) 

Page 75 - Vegetation - The proposed studies described in the first 
paragraph would need to be subject to public review as part of 
further environmental review of any vegetation enhancement or restora-

~;';ion project proposed in the North Coast Plan. The same comment applies 
~o the "site specific studies" mentioned on this page in relation to 

Scott Creek Beach and the 110-car parking lot. 

Page 76 - Section 4.6.2 - The absence of a field survey renders question
able the vegetation and wildlife an~lysis in this EIR. If such surveys 
have not yet been done, then none of the North Coast Beach Plan project 
components can be approved or carried out without further environmental 
review and the necessary public review. Since plant and animal habitat 

1 ~impacts occur at almost every beach, the absence of actual field surveys 
2means that effectively the North Coast Beaches Plan cannot be app:-oved 

and carried out at this time, i.e., until the surveys are done and 
subjected to public review. 

Page 76 - Detailed studies recommended for the Scott Creek Beach wetland 
~oust undergo public review as part of further environmental review on 
':)a specific project component. 

(;';\Page 77 - Same comment as above re detailed studies recommended for 
\ :}the Laguna Creek wetland. 

Page 84 - Land Use Impacts. There is insufficient analysis or evidence 
to support the: statement that approximately the same number of people 

. would use the beaches after improvements as use them now. There is no 
,~~statement in the EIR which quantifies either the number presently 
~using the beaches or the nu:nber predicted to use them when the project 

is completed . 

('.'.'.;;\Page 85 - If parking areas and access trails were closed when pesticides 
,=;/were being sprayed, how often and at what times of year would that occur? 

Page 86 - The last paragraphs alludes to acquisition of an upland buffer 
area at Scott Creek Beach, and construction of leveeso Is that part 

( ~of the project? If so, then the impacts of those proposals must be 
-.:Vanalyzed in the EIR. 

Page 87 - Same comment regarding further public and environmental review 
, ~for any detailed hydrological study cf impacts on water supply and agri
~cultural land for the proposed mitigation measure. 

Exactly what is the nature of the revision proposed for the trail 
at Laguna Creek Beach and the trail between Bonny Doon and Panther 
Beaches? The mitigation measure is unclearo 

, ~Page 91 - What are the trail improvements ~eferred to here at Laguna 
~Creek beach which could impacts archaeologic~l r~sources? 

Page 94 = The visual impact analysis cf the 30=car lot at Scott Creek 
'.,,7'Beach should include an analysis of compliance with LCP policy 6.2.2. 
~The text should also mention -85- proposed parking lot is directly 

( 
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North Coast Beaches EIR - page four 

within the viewshed of northbound travt~ers on Highway l; and that 
the view of Scott Creek Beach is the first full unobstructed view of 
the surf, beach, and coastal bluffs on Highway 1 as one travels nort~ 
And also that it one of the most spectacular views on the entire Nor~. 
Coast! The proposed parking would would be an incredible eyesore and 
blight in the center of that view which could not be e ~fectively miti
gated by an screening. If fencing were to screen the ~ars it would 
necessarily have an adverse visual impact, contrary to the statement 
in the EIR. 

Page 99 .. La5una Creek Beach - The EIR refers to a "final parking lot 
expansion plan 91

, and appears to suggest that the plan might be altered 
(;;;;\ after environmental review. The final plan should be reviewed in the 
~EIR, and the amount of grading deter~inined. If not, then it must 

be stated that further environmental review with public review would 
be required. 

Page 100 - Any grading and landscaping plan for the 30-car lot must 
@be subject to further e~v~ronmental and.public review. A simpler 

approach would be to eliminate the park~ng lot from the plan. 

Page 101 .. The Transportation Impact Study referred to here should 
~be subject to public review and included in the Draft EIR as an appendix. 
~Similarly, the Draft Route 1 Caltrans document referred to in Footnote 

1 should be included an an appendix to the EIR. 

This section on traffic and c: .:ulation does not include any cumulative 
/;';'\ impacts traffic analysis. However, it is known that a major project 
':.:.) is proposed in San Mateo County on the C~scade Ranch,just beyond th~ 

Santa Cruz County line. Other projects which might increase traffic 
on the north coast of the County should also be listed snd considered. 

Page 107 and Exhibit 14 = Exhi 0 it· appears to be the basis for the 
statement in the EIR that beach U$ will not be significantly increased 
by the Plan. However, the figures in E:::~hibit 14 clearl;' show a signifi
cant increase in parking cap£cicy for Scott Creek Beach, Bonny Doon 
Beach and Laguna Creek Beach. The figure of 206 spaces available at 

t;;;\ Davenport: Landing also seems like ,__:i. extra.ordinary overestimate. The 
~increas~ in parking capacity at Scocc Creek Beach is particularly large 

and obvious. There is also no ~nalysis of what capacity increase would 
occur if it proved difficult or infeasible to enforce the Highway 1 
shoulder parking restrictionso What evidence is there that sufficie~c 
resources will be available to achieve such ~nforcement? 

There is also no di$eussion or @Dalysis of the whol~ conc~pc 
of beach carrying ,·capacity v cmnd wh~ther it is an adequat@ basis fo;;: 
determining the size of p~~kiug lotso Th® County LCP fil@s include 
data on actual beach use in numbe~s of p~opl~. That info~tion should 
be included and analyzed. Th~ tot&l numbe~ of p~ople estimated to 

f 

.I 

use each beach should be includedp with a substantiat~d assumption ~s 
to the number of persons per vehicl~ 'i:hat csn be (!~p~ctiEad . - _I 

f-t"i\Page 111 = Scott c~eek Beach= Yet ~noth®~ studyo of bie~ l® needso is 
\::)proposed here . At what point would tha~ b~ don~o r@viewedo ~tea? 

Pa~e 112 = Use of ch~ ~@il lin® along th~ TIO~th co~sto whil~ possibl~ 
r:;;)\very desirabl~o cannot b~ d~$ir.nat~d @$ ~ miti~~tion ~~-~ur~oo ~i~e~ 
\::..:/it involves y~t &fiOth~~ futur~ 0 86°.ye ~nd eoul~ not pos~ibly ~@ impo-~~fit 



North Coast Beaches EIR - page five 

as part of imple!!lentation of the North Coast: Plan. 

The other proposed mitigation measure - int~rsectior1 improvements 
r-:?\ at Davenport Landing Road - are significant projects in themselves 
\/would require further er.viror.mental review E.nd analysis. When would 

these improvements be proposed and reviewed? 

( ~Page 112 -!:J service? 
How is it p::-oposed to "encourage" use of existing bus 

Project AltP.rnatives - Page 115 ff. 

This section is inadequate due to consideration of an insufficient 
number of alternatives. The "mitigated alternative" should be broken 
down into an alternative for each beach considered separately. In 
addition, the altern~tive of reducing parking lot capacity where specific 
environmental impacts have been indentified should be considered, e.g., 

(
~) the 110-car lot at Scott Creek Beach, the expanded parking area at Bonny 

VDoon Beach. For example, one alternative at Scott Creek Beach would 
be to eliminate the 30-car parking lot, reduce the size of the 110-car 
lot to a level that would adequately mitigate identified impacts if 
possible, and/or consider an alternative parking location east of Highway 
1, as recommended by the North Coast Beaches citizens committee ~ith 
a crossing under the b::-idge at Scott Creek. It would appear that the 
EIR writers have not looked seriously at any parking lot alternatives 
at any of the beaches. 

Page 117 - As stated above, there is insufficient evidence to support 
the statement that approximately the same number of people will use 
the beaches after improvements are made. There is also insufficient 
analysis of the impacts that may occur on other beaches in the area 
once fees are instituted at the beaches included in this plc.n. For 

~~example, it apparently is not proposed that fees be charged at Greyhound 
~Rock; and Waddell Creek and Four Mile Beach are under State Parks control. 

How much beach use can be expected to shift to such free beaches, or to 
other small pocket beaches along the coast? (This comment is directed 
to the discussion on pp .118-9 under cumulative impacts.) There may be. ~ 
serious financial constraints to implementing the plan at more than one 
beach simultaneously, as suggested. If simultaneous fee charging is 
necessary than it should be stated as a mitigation measure. 

Page 119 - We would dispute the conclusion that there will be not be a 
significant change to the visual character of the area if the plan is 

17~mplemented. The number of signs, etc . should be tallied, along with 
\::!/iandform alterations (cuts and fills) . A mitigation measure that reduces 

the cumulative impacts by limiting such alterations in total should b~ 
formulate:d . 

. Page 119=121 = The transportation mitigation measures seem desirable, 
~however, there is no timetable or other commitment actually to carry 

out these measures proposed in the EIR. 

'.\Page 122 - Some of the visual impacts resulting from grading for p~rking 
, )lots will also constitute irreversible environmental changes. 

On the whole, the EIR is well written and thorough. 
consideration of our cocments. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RE5PONSETO COMMENTS OF CELIA SCOIT-;; . PER MUHLL. SIERRA CLUB 

Comment 1. 

As discussed on page 5 of the DEIR this is a Program Eih. prepared in accordance with section 
15168 of the State CEQA Guidelines. Program EIR.s identify those probable environmental 
effects that can be identified. For those impacts that cannot be predicted without undue 
speculation, die lead agency (in this case the County of Santa Cruz) can defer specific analysis 
until later points in the program approval or implementation process. 

As discussed in section 15168 of the State CEQA Guidelines, once the General Plan has been 
adopted by the County of Santa Cruz subseq'..:ent activities in the program must be examined in 
light of the Pn1gram EIR to determine whether an additional environmental document must be 
prepared. Kf Khe County of Santa Cruz, or a responsible agency, concludes that the later activities 
might generarte environmental effects not analyzed earlier, me agency must prepare an initial 
study leading ro either an EIR or negative declaration. The initial study may rely on the Program 
EIR for its conclusions. If the agency concludes that no new effects will occur or that no new 
mitigation measures are required, the agency may approve the activity as being within the scope 
of the projecrr covered by the Program EIR. In such a case no new environmental document need 
be prepared. 

The assertion in the comment that funher environmental analysis will be conducted prior to 
implementation of specific components of the Nonh Coast Beaches Plan is, therefore, correct. 
The decision as to whether or not an additional environmental document will be prepared will 
depend on the findings of the lead agency. 

This EIR does li'llOt recommend Khat the General Plan be revised at some later date to incorporate 
needed mitigation measures recommended i!i a future study. This Em analyses the probable 
environmental effects that may occur with adoption and implementation of the General Plan. In 
those instances where significant impacts have been identified the EIR recommends feasible 
mitigation measures. In some instances the EIR does recommend iliat additional, detailed 
studies be undertaken. The purpose of such studies is K'!Ot for the purpose of establishing 
mitigation measures but rather Ito lfm'dler dewl me specific course of action Ko be lU!ndertaken. 

Funhermore. as stated above, subsec~ieilt activities ween Ko carry out the program will be subject 
to environmeiratal review. The under~.jng of me srudies ats recommended in the E:~- will. 
therefore. not preclude funher public scrutiny and review by oilier agencies. 

C.o.mment2 

The EIR project description (DEIR page 29) of land use and facilicy r~onw em:mtions ~t §co~ 
Creek Beach is identical to the project description presented in me proposed General Plan (Plan 
page 42) im stating ahat "turning and deceleratior lanes on Highway 1 may be required". The 
JEIR's traffic and circulation analysis addresses !;11s issue as follows (DEIR page !07): 

( 
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General Plan For lhe North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

An additional 30-vehicle parking area nonh of the bridge is proposed to be constructed as 
additional parking becomes necessary. The parking lot would be located at the top of the 
hill just before Highway 1 begins its downgrade towards Scott Creek. The parking area 
entrance should not have sight distance problems; however, Highway 1 shoulders should 
be widened at the parking area entrance to allow vehicles to decelerate and turn into the 
parking area without interfering with Highway 1 traffic. 

Also see Response to Comment 9 of Save Our Shores. 

Comment 3. 

The EIR is a planning level document which is acknowledged in Comment l, above (in 
noting that the EIR is a Program EIR), and is discussed in the Introduction to the repon (DEIR 
page 1). The EIR states (DEIR page 1): 

A Program EIR should identify those probable environmental effects that can be 
identified. For those impacts that cannot be predicted without undue speculation, the 
lead agency can defer specific analysis until later points in the program approval or 
implementation program. 

The EIR analysis cannot be more site-specific than the project it evaluates which for Laguna 
Creek Beach is described on DEIR pages 31-32 and is illustrated on Exhibit 7. As noted in the 
General Plan (Plan page 2): 

A General Plan is intended only as a guide; the precise design of facilities, configuration 
of new use areas and nature of programs, and concession arrangements will be further 
refined when specific aspects of the General Plan are funded by the State Legislature for 
implementation. 

Specific effects of the vault toilets are not evaluated for the proposed location or other potential 
sites for these facilities. 

Comment 4. 

Comment acknowledged; the EIR hereby incorporates reference to Local Coastal Program 
(LCP) Policy 1.4.1 which limits uses within dunes and the coastal strand to scientific research 
and educational instruction. 

Comment 5. 

As noted by the comment, LCP Policy 6.2.2 would apply to the 30-vehicle parking lot. The 
parking lot would be inconsistent with this policy which is hereby incorporated in the EIR in 
response to the comment. 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Commen~ 

Comment 6. 

The EIR recommends amending or revising some proposed General Plan policies. He .;ever, the 
EIR neither proposes nor suggests amending any LCP policy. 

Comment7,, 

The EIR has been prepared to cover a number of actions, foremost among which is to provide 
information for use by the County in the planning process now underway. The EIR also will be 
used by other public agencies in order to fulfill their CEQA requirements and has been prepared 
with the need of these other agencies in mind. The administrative actions' sections of EIRs are 
included specifically to reveal which agencies in addition to the "lead agency" (the County for 
this EIR) would have jurisdiction or permit granting authority for the project and, thus, to let the 
public know all the administrative review and approval steps which may be required of a project 
before it can be implemented. For one reason, this informs members of the public when they 
will have opportunities to participate in the planning and environmental review process. 
Inclusion of this section in an EIR also ensures that an effort will be made to address the 
concerns of the agencies listed in the EIR (and to whom the reports are sent for review and 
comment) so that subsequent environmental analysis of the project can be minimized or 
expedited if not elimir :i altogether. 

When application is made to Calt:rans for encroachment permits, the applicant (County or other 
agency) would be required to show that environmental review has been completed. This EIR 
could be presented to and could be used by Caltrans, but there also is the potential that Caltrans 
could require additional environmental review, as noted by this comment. 

There is only one trail to the beach from the area of the 30-vehicle parlcing lot at the nonh end of 
Scott Creek Beach. It is located in the same area that was proposed for a sttuctural staircase. 

Commerujl,, 

The EIR states (DEIR page 50) that although it was beyond the scope of mis EIR. to evaluate 
whether or not this existing culvert is properly sized relative io me size of the drainage basin 
which drains through this culven during recent high rainfall periods ilie culvexi apparently 
operated wiiliout plugging or showing signs that it is undeirsi:wi. 

No geologic problems or potei'Tlriru Rl~ associated witll mis cuiven ~ anticipated as a rest.&lt 
of me proposed improvements at Davenpon Landing Beach. The EIR merely suggests that ilf 
any revisions are proposed im me furore for mis culvert that consideration be given to 
determining if the culven is adequately sized to accommodate all potential flow volumes. 

£ 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment 10. 

The mitigation section of the EIR states that elimination of the significant impacts associated 
with the 30-vehicle parking lot at Scott Creek Beach can only be achieved by elimination of the 
parking lot. 

Comment lL 

A total of 90 parking spaces is proposed along Davenport Landing Road. The exact number of 
spaces that would be eliminated if parking was not permitted along the coastal side of Davenport 
Landing Road is not known at this time. It is estimated, however, that approximately 35 parking 
spaces would be eliminated if parking was not permitted along the coastal side of Davenport 
Landing Road. 

Comment 12.. 

The structural stairways are designed to mitigate erosion of the railroad crossings. From a 
geologic standpoint it makes no difference whether there are two or three stairways. As 
discussed in the EIR if only two stairways are built in the parking lot as proposed, beach goers 
would probably re-establish the trails that are currently causing severe erosion of the railroad 
fillslope. 

Comment 13, 

The intent of the mitigation measure recommending a rough surface ramp at Laguna Creek for 
access to the beach was to provide a method of access for people who could not cross the rocky 
area that exists just before the beach area. It is correct that such a ramp could be inconsistent 
with the natural conditions of the area. Existing access to Laguna Creek Beach is probably 
adequate and it is recommended that this mitigation measure be eliminated. 

Comment 1.4. 

Appendix A and Appendix B of the General Plan provide lists of plants and wildlife respectively 
tllat were observed or predicted to occur on the Nonh Coast Beaches. On two rare plants were 
positively identified on the Nonh Coast Beaches during General Plan studies, both are identified 
in the EIR. (DEIR page 66). The EIR preparers are not certain, as noted on DEIR page 66, which 
of the Animal Species of Special Concern were actually observed during the course of field 
studies for the General Plan. Potential habitat exists for all these species at some place in the 
planning area and, therefore, they should be considered in all improvement plans. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment15. 

As individual projects recommended in the General Plan are proposed to be implemented, they 
would be subject to environmental review. If this EIR is found to be adequate in coverb g the 
probable environmental effects of the project, no funher analysis would be required. The 
County could determine the need to prepare a Subsequent or a Supplemental EIR., howe, ·er, such 
as if the project deviated substantially from that assessed in this EIR or if future environmental 
conditions differed significantly from those conditions expected in the EIR. 

Comment16. 

See Response to Comment 15 above. 

Comment 17, 

The comment quotes the EIR out of context and, thus, distorts the meaning which in context is 
correct. The EIR states that ";h,;.- Gen~. i ~ ' i - · . 1 !:!ll! ·~ _ · to significantly 
increase future levels of use at any of the beaches"(~ indicates text omitted from the 
comment). Put another way. the purpose in commissioning me General Plan and tlle underlying 
intent of its formulation its to manage program area resources and to provide fundamental 
facilities for visitors to tlle beaches. Those activities would accommodate people who currently 
visit Nortll Coast beaches; those activities also are expected to accommodate people who 
otherwise pass the beaches witllout knowing (in the absence of signs, for instance) that public 
access is permitted. Thus, ihe number of people who use program area beaches would be likely 
to increase in the future, but the General Plan does not recommend programs or facilities which 
would "promote" beach use in such a way mat the number of users would increase ~. 
Nor would General Plan programs or facilities be expected to result li.n different cypes of beach 
uses which could be interpreted as significantly intensifying land use. 

Other factors, primarily continued population growth in Santa Clara and San Mateo Counties, 
may account for greater numbers of people using program area and other Santa Cruz County 
beaches in the future, as acknowledged by the General Plan (Plan pages 11-14), but the General 
Plan is not designed specifically to accommodate or attract those visitors . 

.Commeru X 8" 

See Response to Comment 15 above. 

Rt is understood mat dew.led field surveys were conducted during tlle proper phenological 
periods w identify and characterize biotic resources during development of the General Plan. 
Species lists and habitat characterizations included in the General Plan appear to be 
comprehensive and relatively accurate.· It was beyond the scope-of-work, and the timing was not 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

appropriate, to reinventory the biotic resources of the North Coast Beaches. Review of the 
General Plan data based showed few gaps in the known literature and distribution of sensitive 
species in the region. The preparers of the EIR are confident that actual field surveys had been 
conducted as pan of the preparation of the General Plan and that sufficient information was 
available to characterize General Plan impacts on biotic resources, except where specifically 
noted. 

Comment 20. 

See Response to Comment 15 above. 

Comment 21. 

See Response to Comment 15 above. 

Comment 22, 

The response to Comment 17, above, discusses the issue of the number of people who use and 
would use program area beaches now and in the future as a result of the General Plan's 
implementation. According to the General Plan (Plan page 11), use of Santa Cruz County 
beaches, including North Coast beaches, was estimated to be 3.3 million "visitor days"3 in 1986 
(the General Plan was prepared in 1987). "Visitor panicipation"4 projections prepared by the 
California Department of Finance are presented in the General Plan for the years 1990, 1995, 
and 2000, according to recreational activity (picnicking, swimming, etc.) rather than by total 
"visitor days". 

Comment 23, 

Crops may be growing in fields during about eight months a year. As reported in the EIR (DEIR 
page 80), Brussels sprouts are transplanted to the fields in May and are harvested at one time in 
November, and artichokes begin sprouting in about September with harvesting sometimes 
extending into January. Pesticides normally are sprayed at night or in the early morning when 
winds are light (DEIR page 81), not during daytime beach-going hours. Agricultural workers are 
kept out of anichoke fields for four to five days after pesticides are used (which is less often than 
Brussels sprouts are sprayed). How frequently and for how long during the growing season 
parking areas and trails might be closed, however, would depend ultimately on the amount (or 
absence) of setback provided from agricultural operations by fences and vegetative buffers. 

3 The use of an area for a total of 12 person-hours by one or more people, either continuously or spread over 
several visits. 

A "participation day" is one person engaging in one recreational activity for any amount of time in one day; 
lhe General Plan does not present total participation days because recreationists frequently participate in 
more than one activity. 
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General Plan F9r the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Commrnz 24. 

The upland buffer referred to by this comment is discussed in the General Plan as part of a 
proposed biotic resource policy which recommends (Plan page 30): 

The Department should consider purchasing in fee, or acquiring easements for, wetland 
preserves at the Scott Creek and Laguna Creek units. Consideration should be given to 
acquiring sufficient land for an upland buffer zone approximately 100 feet wide, and to 
eliminate the need for artificial sandbar breaching .... 

The area recommended to be acquired upland from Scott Creek as a "proposed wetland 
acquisition/easement boundary" is shown on Exhibit 3 of the EIR. This area constitutes part of 
the "program area" analyzed in the EIR's evaluation of vegetation and wildlife impacts. 

Commentli 

It is unclear what the comment is asking. If it is whether the mitigation measure is part of the 
project, the answer is no; the measure is recommended to mitigate an impact of the proposed 
project identified in the EIR.. The General Plan policy (Plan page 20 and DEIR page 86) 
addresses habitat management and unspecified but "related impacts". The EIR analysis 
suggested the appropriateness of expanding tlle proposed General Plan policy to address 
agricultural water supply and land capability concerns. 

Revision or modification of trails noted by this comment also are recommended by the EIR as a 
mitigation measure. The measure is recommended so that this concept can be considered for 
included in the final General Plan. but no alignment has been mapped at this stage in the 
planning and environmental :review process. Information contained in the EIR will be used by 
tlle County to identify an alignment in the event that this measure is adopted and included in the 
General Plan. 

No direct impacts &o either of the two archaeological sites at Laguna Creek. Beach are anticipated 
as a resuh of the proposed improvements at Laguna Creek Be~ch. There will be no direct 
impac~ on archaeological reso~es ~ a result of Khe proposed trail improvement. 

The intem of the discussion in ilie DEXR OXI page 91 was mereiy io point out mat if, at some ,;:ne 
in Rhe fu~. consideration was givelll Ko ilie improving some of me existing ~s in ihe vicmicy 
of the archaeological resource direct adverse impacts could occm. Ri is acknowledged, however, 
that no such improvements are contemplated by Rhe General Plan. 

Comment 27, 

Comment acknowledged. As inoted in response to Comment 5, above, me 30-vehicle parking lot 
would be inconsistem with LCJP Policy 6.2.2(a). 

I 



General Plan For Uie North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment 28. 

No project during initial planning phases -- when environmental review ordinarily occurs and is 
most productive -- is defined in sufficient detail to provide final plans, such as for parking lot 
layout or grading. The purpose of conducting environmental review of preliminary development 
plans or planning level conceptual plans is to identify the probable impacts early enough in the 
project's formulation so that measures to mitigate these impacts can be incorporated directly into 
the project Put another way, it is more efficient to refine a project to take environmental 
considerations into account early in the planning process than it is to delay environmental review 
until after considerable effort and resources have been spent in defining a concept in detail. 

Environmental review under CEQA provides ways, however, to account for and, if necessary, 
examine the effects of projects further as they progress and are defined in more detail -
something Program EIR.s are designed to assist. Whenever a project evolves as the result of 
environmental input - from information contained an EIR or developed through more detailed 
design -- it is reviewed to determine if the project departs substantially from the project analyzed 
previously or to determine if the environmental document is sufficient to cover the changed 
situation or altered project. A prior environmental document may cover a modified project; 
alternatively, it may be necessary to prepare a Supplemental or Subsequent EIR in order to 
analyze the elements of the revised project which differ from the prior project or to assess the 
effects of mitigation measures. 

Commrnt 29. 

As individual projects recommended in the General Plan are proposed to be implemented, they 
would be subject to environmental review. If this EIR is found to be adequate in covering the 
probable environmental effects of the project, no further analysis would be required. The 
County could determine the need to prepare a Subsequent or a Supplemental EIR, however, such 
as if the project deviated substantially from that assessed in this EIR or if future environmental 
conditions differed significantly from those conditions expected in the EIR. 

The 30-vehicle lot is included in the proposed General Plan in order to give decision-makers and 
me public the full picture of what could occur at Scott Creek Beach in the future, beyond near~ 
Kexm development Analysis of both shon- and !ong-term development concepts in this EIR 
provides decision-makers and the public with comp:r:ehensive information versus piecemeal 
analysis of individual development concepts made over time - a fundamental concept in both 
the planning and environmental review process. 

The EIR analysis indicates, however, that unavoidable significant adverse impacts would be 
expected with construction of the 30-car lot One approach to avoiding that impact would be to 
eliminate the lot from the General Plan. Another approach would be to modify tlle proposal for 
the lot in response to the environmental constraints present there. the effectiveness of which may 
or may !!lot :require further environmental review at a later time. depending on the solutions 
appropriate and proposed in the furore. 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Commenrs 

Comment 3.0. 

As noted in :response io another comment, and as stated in the EIR (DEIR page 101), the 
Transportation Impact Study excerpted in the EIR is on file with and is available for public 
review at the Santa Cruz County Planning Deparnnent, as is customary with background :reports 
of this nature. Xt is hereby incorporated in the EIR by :reference, as is common practice in 
accordance with CEQA's recommendation to reduce the length of environmental documents. 

Commen.t..3.L 

The traffic analysis does not include Cascade Ranch in San Mateo County. The reason for tlris is 
that the Nonh Coast Beaches Project was not expected to increase traffic demand. linstead, ilie 
project is designed to provide facilities such as parking lots located off of Highway 1 and bus 
stops at beaches which are intended Ko serve existing beach users. The beach improvements are 
not expected to add significant traffic to Highway A. 

The specific impacts of other projects on Highway 1 traffic conditions should be addressed in the 
individual project's EIR.s. 

Comment32. 

This comment asks several questions. Each is addressed below. 

P~kiu.:: c~ · " d lJ.crc;JS,; Ai,,;;: . ~r,d; Beach;, DEm. Exhibit 14 shows an increase from W 
available spaces to 110 under the Plan. This, h must be emphasized. is ilie increase in off-road 
parking, not actual obseived parking at Scott Creek. As shown in DEIR Exhibit 14 average 
demand is defined as the actual number of vehicles parked at ilie beach during peak summer 
weekends (1987). Other surveys confirm that currently almost 100 vehicles park at Scott Cireck 
Beach on peak weekends. The General Plan would simply make improvements to a parking area 
ito increase saf ecy on Highway ! . They me llllOt designed &o increase beach use. 

Ps.cttia, ~clcr,1.')}.J-c:g,:;, ,Bl E ®Oi Doo.a.Ee1eh: DEIR Exhibit 14 shows &h~t me number of 
off-mad parking spaces would increase from 50 ro 80 spaces as pan of ilie General Plan 
improvements. The exhibit also shows that 100 vehicles park in tlle ~a 1to use ithe beach based 
on observations made in the peak summer weekends of X 987. The impact of ilie project will be 
to simply increase the amount of off-road parking for ~Ki.sting users which show.ti lllOt mere~© 
beach use significantly. 

PJrkjnJ ctc,Jcjv fo;,.1;;.;s, AL Lgpi11f+ er.,,;; Beach: DElIR Emibh u shows ~ m~ im off
mad parking from the existing 30 spmces Ko 60 sp~ces 11mder me lPl~. HoweveEo ~mi'ently 50 
vehicles park on ~ ' summer weekends at mis location off \ili.c road ruid ion Khe sides of Rhe road. 
The absolute increase in off-marl parking (30 spaces) should not lead KO sigruficruu iin~scs m 
U'affic, especially when nt Oir!ly adds about 10 spaces to actual observed parkmg paw~m s ~t \l.h~ 
beach. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Davenport Landing parking capacit:G DEIR Figure 14 shows 206 available parking spaces at 
Davenport Landing. This estimate includes parking on the sides of Davenport Landing Road 
which forms a loop on the ocean side of Highway 1. As part of the project, selected parts of 
Davenport Landing Road's shoulders would be improved to facilitate parking. The project 
proposes improving the shoulders to accommodate 90 vehicles, not the 206 shown in DEIR 
Exhibit 14. 

~crease if Highway l parking restrictions cou1d not be>nforced: The carrying 
capacity of the beaches was determined based on the beach size and an average comfortable 
amount of space (1,000 sq. ft.) per individual or party. (Plan, Pages 38-40). Thus, the carrying 
capacity of each beach has not been determined based on parking size. 

At most of the beaches very little additional off-road parking is proposed. (The major exception 
being Scott Creek Beach where 100 additional off-road spaces are proposed). Thus, the 
difference between traffic attracted to the beach with the additional off-road parking and without 
it should be small. 

Fc.s .• ,urcc.s ~v&il: .k. , .. ,:.nf .. !fCt: Hicbw v l , g;rkip .;n.soicti.rns; Parking regulations on 
California State highways are enforced by the California Highway Patrol (CHP). The CHP does 
not have the resources necessary to enforce parking restrictions on Highway 1 on a daily basis. 
However, the CHP will develop a regular program, working with the County, designed to 
effectively enforce parking restrictions necessary for safety reasons. It is important to emphasize 
that parking restrictions are not designed to limit beach capacity. They are intended to improve 
safety o~ Highway 1. 

Cog~~ .. u:,f 1z:;ach cg 'YLI ca:;w.·,T: Is it an adequate basis for sizing the parking lots? The 
parking lots proposed as part of the project were not sized to accommodate beach carrying 
capacity. They were sized based on physical ability of the site to accommodate parking and on 
the observed parking demand (DEIR page 107, and Plan Pages 38-40). This is also illustrated in 
DEIR Exhibit 14, in which carrying capacity is higher than targeted supply at four of the six 
beaches. 

t(,u Q' LCP Eks: Num%J; of P2JcJ,. ys)m~ P:-&ecb,s; The improvements proposed as part of 
this project have been sized to meet existing demand and to be consistent with similar 
neighboring facilities. In terms of parking, this means tltat observations of the number of 
vehicles parking in the beach area, on typical summer weekends, was used to estimate the 
parking demand. This methodology should yield more accurate results, for pwposes of 
estimating transportation impacts, than one which measures beach usage (in terms of numbers of 
people) and estimates the number of people who travel together in vehicles. 

Tota] number of people who wi]) useeach bgch: As discussed above, estimating traffic impacts 
by observing the number of attracted vehicles is more accurate than estimating the number of 
users and making assumptions as to the number of users per vehicle. 

2._Sfilnrl.z.r.: .'.JlUJi'z · , . ..,P~ · ~ No assumption was made for the number of 
people who would travel in each vehicle to the beaches. The reason for this is that actual 
measurements were made of existing demand to evaluate the project's Kraffic impacts. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Commen&s 

CornmenLil., 

As discussed in response to comments 1 and 29 above, as individual projects recommended in 
the General Plan are proposed Ko be implemented, they would be subject to environmental 
review. 

Comment 34, 

Use of the rail line is mentioned as a possible future improvement. As discussed above (See 
Response to Comment 33 above) rail service would require its own environmental review. The 
intent of mentioning rail service was to alert EXR readers and County officials the possibility of 
using the rail line and to ensure that nothing be done as pan of the North Coast Beaches General 
Plan to preclude that possibility. 

Comment li 

Improvements at the Davenport Landing Road intersection with Highway 1 would be studied 
when specific engineering improvements are designed for the Davenport Landing Beach (also 
see Response to Comment 33 above). 

C_pmment36,, 

Bus transit use would be encourageC .!sing the measures described in the EIR (DEIR page 120). 
These measures are not required because of the project, but to address cumulative traffic. These 
measures should be implemented by the County and SCMTD (Metro) as pan of their program to 
increase .dership. No specific timetable is proposed. 

Commt37, 

Consid~ring ~ch ~ch sep~iely ~s suggesood loy fili.e co ncm would diminish \the pl1lfPOSC of 
Rhe planning process ~ provide a oomprcheKAsiive General lP!M for me program area. Th~ 30, 
vehicle rutd 1 W~sp~ce pm-mg Ao~ ~& Seem ~k JB~lh wowdl loe ~lim.mated altogeilieY mmdlell' 
me Mitigated AJ.~maii.tlv~ (DEKR page 116) beca~se room~ ~~~ied rro reswlt furn mavoida.ble 
sigxrifncaxa Mve~ fuoop~((S (DEm p~ges 121°122), The ~i0EirllXIDlerm&or's coiac~pi IDf d~iilffig ilie 
size of tine Jplffi'kmg Uinirr ~ M ru&cm~Klive m ~:rdlCll' rroi iooi'i:lig~tte fuoop~cu ~f iilile proje~ ~ proposed 
pmemirully could iroouce \brrni wol!ll!d lThOt <eHroo.maie me ~ff~ ©f il.he ~ject The icoioomemor's 
concept wmdd avoid the ru&emative, however, of providing for parki1.1g elsewhere at Scou Creek 
Beach wlhlch wol'lldl rrcmove ~griculrural Rand from proj~tioJJll., 
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General Plan For ihe Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment ~8. 

In response to the commentor's concerns about the numbers of people who would use Program 
Area beaches upon implementation of the General Plan, reference is made to the responses to 
comments 17 and 22, above. 

Experience in San Mateo County where "free" beaches are located near or adjacent to "pay" 
beaches suggests that charging at some beaches does not necessarily influence (increase) use 
levels at "free" beaches. Some beach-goers want and are willing to pay for a higher level of 
development or more services, such as restrooms or someone watching parked autos. (Fees in 
the past have varied according to the facilities or services provided, although one uniform fee is 
being instituted at all beaches.) The extent to which San Mateo County's experience would 
apply to Santa Cruz County's North Coast beaches, however, is not known at this time. 
Charging fees at Program Area beaches potentially could affect students and other beach-goers 
who have little money or for whom absence of facilities may be unimponant (but for whom the 
presence of facilities would alter the character of beach-going). 

Comment 39. 

The EIR repons that project implementation would result in cumulative changes in the visual 
character of the program area and discusses the introduction of signs and alterations also noted in 
the comment. The changes discussed in the EIR and addressed by this comment would occur in 
a 13-mile area and, thus, would not be concentrated in such as way as to be individually 
noticeable by the majority of viewers who will observe the program area on a regular basis. 

The alterations of landfonn through grading would occur in an area previously affected by man's 
activities; in some cases, for instance, the proposed project would modify existing road cuts 
created when Highway 1 or the railroad where built, as opposed to resulting in grading of natural 
landforms. These changes also would occur in an area constantly subject to human agricultural 
activity which involves tilling of the land surface and the cyclic growing and cutting (harvesting) 
of vegetation (crops). Many activities in the program are constantly altering the visual quality of 
the landscape, just as natural processes are continually shaping and reshaping the shoreline and 
adjacent land in and near the program area. Although the predominant character of the program 
area is rural, that character is not untouched. Kn this context, the type of tally suggested by the 
comment would not contribute meaningfully to an understanding of the project's environmental 
implications. 

Efforts ao minimize funher or more dramatic changes to the highly scenic character of an area so 
close to a major metropolitan area can be applauded. Apart from contributing incrementally to 
changing views -- largely for drivers and other people traveling on a. State highway -- and 
identified as a cumulative impact in the EIR, the impact would not be "significant". 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

Comment .: J. 

The com:- -:nt is correct, but the mitigation measures would not be required because the impacts 
they address were not identified as significant adverse impacts. 

Comment41. 

Comment acknowledged. The project could result in irreversible visual impacts. 
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General Plan For the Nonh Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Comments 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTSOF MAY 23RD BOARD QE SUPER VIS ORS MEETING 

On May 23, 1989 the Santa Cruz County Board of Supervisors considered the G.eneraJ P)an for 
the Nonh Coast BeachesI)raft Environmental Impact Repon. At that meeting four individuals 
made oral comments regarding the Draft EIR. Persons speaking and their comments were as 
follows: 

Josh Goldstein , Chairnerson Save Our Shores 

Mr. Goldstein raised concerns regarding the geology and soils section, the visual and aesthetic 
considerations section, and the traffic and circulation section of the EIR. Mr. Goldstein's verbal 
comments were a summary of the comments contained in his letter of May 22, 1989 to the Santa 
Cruz Planning Department. 

ResponsetoComments 

See responses to comments of letter dated May 22, 1989 from Josh Goldstein, Chairperson to 
Environmental Coordinator, Santa Cruz Planning Department, no additional responses 
necessary. 

Tom KiJJion 

Mr. Killion stated that his concerns were similar to Mr. Goldstein's comments. Mr. Killion 
stated that he was primarily concerned with the visual impacts of the 30-vehicle parking lot 
proposed at Scott Creek Beach and the visual impact resulting from the installation of signs and 
structures associated with each beach improvement. Mr. Killion also expressed suppon for 
alternatives means of transponation in the North Coast Beach area to reduce the impacts of 
automobiles. 

Response to Comments 

See responses to comments of letter dated May 22, 1989 from Josh Goldstein, Chairperson to 
Environmental Coordinator, Santa Cruz Planning Department, no additional responses 
necessary. 

Seem Thompson, Sama Cmz: Board sa,mu, Ass,ociation 

Mr. Thompson stated that if improvements were to occur at me North Coast Beaches such 
improvements should be completed without denying access to board sailors. Mr. Thompson said 
that board sailors required adequate parking, a rigging area, and a safe launch area. 
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General Plan For the North Coast Beaches Final EIR 
Response to Commenis · 

Res·oonse to C9mmems 

Comment acknowledged. The comment addresses the merits (not the environmental effects) of 
the proposed General Plan insofar as recreational use by board sailors is concerned; thus, no 
response is necessary im the EIR. Inclusion of this comment in the EIR, however, will makes the 
speaker's views available to public officials to take into account when they make decisions of the 
General Plan and the content of that plan. 

Ms. Scott-Von der Muhll raised concerns regarding tlle adequacy of the mitigation measures, the 
visual impact analysis, the policy analysis, and the alternatives analysis. Each of Ms. Scott-Von 
der Muhll's concerns were fun.her explained in the subsequent letter to Mr. Pete Parkinson, dated 
June 1, 1989. 

Response to Comments. 

See responses ro comments of letter dated June 1, 1989 from Celia Scott-Von der Muhll, Sierra 
Club to Pete Parkinson, Environmental Coordinator, County of Santa Cruz, no additional 
response necessary. 
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